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JOIN THE GLENWOOD CLUB
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Glenwood Ranges For Coal or Gas
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All the newest models with every
improvement.
Your old stove
taken as part payment.

Club Terms $2.00 a Week

Modern Glenwood
Parlor Heaters
Burns either coal or wood with
economy. They have triangular
grates, easy to shake, jnd a flat
grate that fits over coal grate.
Black enamel finish, full nickel
trimmed, ornamental top.

Convenient Terms Arranged
1

Sale of Congoleum Gold Seal Art Rugs and Floor
Coverings at Reduced Prices

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Now Is the Season For

FINNAN HADDIES
Ask Your Dealer For "AMBASSADOR BRAND"

SMOKED FRESH EVERY DAY

DEEP

SEA

FISHERIES,

Inc.

ROCKLAND, ME.
133-137
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TWO MINUTES PICKING WASHING UP,

ONE MINUTE AT PHONE,

WASHING DONE
Washday becomes just that simple for women who avail themselves
of the modern method wo offer. We tako the entire washing and return

it to you either all finished or if you wish Rough Dry or Wet. We give
you service on all laundry work, but beet of all right prices and good

clean, sweet smelling white work. You are the ones we are trying to

please. We know how.

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
Established 1914
ROCKLAND, MAINE

578 MAIN STREET.
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WE LIKE TO SEE CHILDREN

COME INTO THIS BANK
Why? Because the children of today are
the life and strength of the community to-

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 15, 1921.

Single Copies Three Cents.

New Perfection Oil Heaters Take Off the Chill

TUESDAY.

MONTSWEAG FARM

Volume 76..................Number

SMART

1854

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

1921

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET—ROCKLAND, MAINE
OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM
y 7 UNTIL 9

North National Bank
Rockland,
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GIRLS

THE WYMAN CONCERT

A “Show Place” in Woolwich,
What Critics Say of Artist
Came
Through
the
Storm
Saturday,
and
Had
a
Glad
Who Sings Here Next Mon
Which All Motorists Ad
Time
At
Annual
County
Contest.
mire.
day Night.

Montsweag farm. Woolwich, on the
Wherever Loraine Wyman has sung,
State highway between Rockland and
“We have held Boys' and Girls' Club •ecord of their production, and at the and her engagements have taken her
Bath is one of the show places of that contests in every county of the State end of the season to write a story.
into many States east of the Missis
The dinner was served by the Ladies’
section of Maine, made so by the own except one,” remarked State Club
Aid of the Methodist church, and the sippi River, press and public have been
er, Charles Henry Butler, Washington, Leader Lester H. Shibles, Saturday expense was borne by Rockland con unsparing in praise. Miss Wyman is
D. C.. reporter of decisions. Supreme night, “and in many respects today's cerns and individuals, the Rockland & one of the truly great vocal artists of
Rockport Lime Corporation heading the day, and Rockland must indeed
Court of the United States, 1902-16, was the best of the series."
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
the donations with $20. Henry Konlto
The Rockland Gesetie wee established in and now practicing law in Washing
This tribute was especially gratify of West Rockport acted as toastmaster, ount itself fortunate that she has been
1844. In 1874 the Courier wee eetebllehed,
induced to come to a community where
rnd consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. ton, D. C.
ing to the youthful workets of Knox and handled his duties in a most cred
The Free Press wee eetebllehed In 1855, end
her terms would be almost prohibitive.
The house has a short front yard County, and to the one Waldoboro itable manner.
In 1881 changed Ila name to ihe Tribune.
The local engagement is made through
bordering on the State highway and
These papers consolidated March 17. 1887.
Preceding the speechmaking there the Baptist Chorus Choir of which
club represented, for the day was
attracts considerable attention by its
was a play, “Clubs Are Trumps," pre Mme. Cote-Howard, a pupil of Miss
unique construction. It is possible to stormy and the traveling bad, two con
•••
•«. go from the main house into all the ditions which certainly operated sented by the Warren Junior dull, Wyman, is director. The concert will
with Lucille Benner, Helen Baehelder, take place in the First Baptist Church
•••
Conversation enriches the under- •••
buildings without stepping foot out of against a large attendance from the Evelyn Sawyer, Bernice Harding, Lyn— standing, but solitude is the school of —
next Monday evening, and tickets are
doors, a scheme Mr. Butler put through
— genius —Gibbon.
more remote districts. But there were thei Butler, Evelyn Butler, Marie Ken being sold by the members of the Cho
•••
••• shortly after he bought the property.
niston and Mildred Pease as the par rus Choir.
••• .«. •«. •••
•••
Mr Butler has started a project on 60 present when the dinner hour came, ticipants. Katherine Grinnell of Union
A critic whose word carries great
his big farm which promises a future. and the exhibits were a revelation of sang a solo prettily.
weight, and who is known personally
THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION
It will undoubtedly be known, in a few what can be accomplished by ambi
A. L. T. Cummings, agricultural ed to many music lovers in Rockland, is
years, as the farm with one of the
itor at the Maine College of Agricult
E. Krehbiel of the New York Trib
The men and women of Maine have reason most famous orchards in New Eng tious youngsters when fostered by the ure. entertained the young folks with
to be thankful for the Inheritance of charac
une. He said: "Those who heard Miss
spirit
which
County
Agent
Wentworth
t series of humorous dialect stories, in- Wyman sing must have recognized an
ter and self-control handed down to them land. One can imagine the size of the
from their forefathers, for than this there is proposition in the fact that Mr. Butler is spreading. It was under his direc •erwoven in which was much profita
no finer inheritance. Those early pioneers, has consolidated several farms into tion that Saturday’s contest in the ble advice. Miss Ellis spoke in "Varia irtist who possesses the true gift of
coming from across the seas to this unknown
Methodist vestry was held. Mr. Went tions of Kimono Patterns.” Club lcad- omedy, and whose interpretations
land, erected a free government in the wilder one and has planted 3,000 selected ap
were the more remarkable for their
ness of its woods and on the bleak shores of its ple trees and this year about 1,000 of worth was most ably assisted by his
rs who added their word of encour
coast, and they builded better than they knew. the trees bore fruit. Many of the trees wife, a vivacious young lady, who agement were Mrs. Myrtle Judkins of economy of means."
Philip Hale said:
From the earliest times this State has stood
seems just as enthusiastic over the Union. Mrs. Elizabeth Thurston of
for high ideals, and its manhood and woman on the original farm have been grafted.
"Miss Wyman before each song ex
hood is not surpassed by that of any of Its The picture of the trees which bore work as he does; and by State Club Union, Mrs. I,. H. Stevens of Wash
sister States.
Now therefore, I, Percival P. apples this fall could well be described Leader Shibles and Miss Alfreda Ellis, ington, John Andrews of West Rock plained it when the text was French
Baxter, Governor of the State of Maine, do
assistant State Club leader. Mr. Shi port. Mrs. Beulah Oxton of Rockland end commented when the text was
hereby designate, Thursday, November 24, 1921, as a regular sea of apples. The State
road divides the farm, and in different bles and Miss Ellis were the Judges and Mrs. R. C. Wentworth of Warren. English. She has steadily grown In ar
Thanksgiving Day in the State of Maine.
And, as tlie family is the unit of the State directions, as far as the eye can see, who decided upon the winners of the Other speakers were State Club Leader tistic stature, till now we know of no
one that is her rival, for her teacher in
I call upon the people of Maine to observe
contest, and the latter said that she
this day and to strengthen their home ties there are rows of trees laid out in hadn’t seen a better exhibit in Maine Shibles. County Agent Wentworth. years gone by. Mme. Yvette Guilbert.
perfectly
straight
lines.
by gathering together wherever possible in
County Project Leader Charles Webb
family groups.
I urge our citizens to give
Mr. Butler’s son Henry is manager this year, and only one that was larger. of Warren, Rev. Eugene V. Allen and has turned to pious work In recital and
to a useful life as an Instructor.
thanks to the Almighty, both in their homes and
Sanford had that distinction.
of
the
farm
and
is
enthusiastic
over
A. W. Gregory.
in their churches, for the many blessings He
Gratefully we recall the slim Yvette of
There
were
30
exhibits
of
sewing
by
the
possibilities
of
the
apple
growing
Ore of the many interesting essays
has bestowed upon this State, and to pray to
Him that our people may remain steadfast in industry in Maine. A 10,000 barrel the girls, and visitors marvelled at the rend at the contest was entitled “My years ago, with the long black gloves,
the diabolically demure covntenance.
the right and may be worthy of a continuance crop is one of the near future programs skill and taste which had crowned their
Season's Work.” and was front the pen
of the Divine blessing.
work. The boys' exhibits included po of Mary Jameson of Warren. The re singing the songs of Parisian music
for Montsweag farm.
In speaking of apples Mr. Butler tatoes. cabbages, beans, squashes, and quest of the officials that it be pub halls and the slangy ditties of Aristide
SIGNED BY MADISON
said: "One cannot raise too many Mc carrots. The clubs represented were lished is gladly followed. This is the Bruut. Miss Wyman, her pupil, is by
no means a mere im'tator. Whether
Intosh Reds. They are the most diffi three each in Warren and Union, and essay:
her folk songs come from France. Eng
one each from North Haven, Rockland
ease
cult
and
take
more
time
to
prepare
for
Letter of Marque, Bearing the market of any apple. Unusual care West Rockport. Washington and Wal
land or the South, she catches the
A year ago, at this time of year,
There were also two exhibits: there was a bunch of discouraged sew spirit and is a true interpreter; an ad
President’s Signature, in Dr is required in handling and packing doboro
them, but the grower is repaid in his of canning and two of cooking and ers on its way to the county contest. mirable blend of ‘discuse’ and singer;
able to color tone for a desired effect;
Crockett’s Possession.
■eturns. The high grades are now be housekeeping.
Each girl made a resolve that she discreet, graceful and significant with
* • * •
ing shipped by some growers in cases
would not Join the club again. When gesture; eloquent in faclni play: not
The three essentials in tiles? con we arrived at our destination we were
A leter of marque, signed by Presi with separate compartments, the same
tests are that the competitors should given such a warm reception and such too sentimental when she sings a plaint
as
eggs,
with
the
addition
that
the
ap

dent James Madison and issued Feb
read the story of their achievements, i wonderful dinner, together with our ive song with appealing voice; never
ples are wrapped in tissue paper.”
29. 1912, to Capt. Henry Little, master
of undue emphasis In songs of
Montsweag Farm plan is mapped give the record, and present an exhibit. Journey through the lime kilns and the guilty
of the brig Atlantic of Bristol, has out for many years ahead. The differ These county champions were an enjoyment we received while listening numor.”
to the several speeches by Rockland
come into the possession of Dr. G. L. ent varieties of trees are arranged to nounced:
Pigs—Robert Oxton, West Rockport. citizens, we were persuaded that after
THE FIRST OF SEVEN
Crockett, whose researches in Knox give forth fruit at different periods
Cooking and Housekeeping—Mary all It was "work that makes us happy.'
and give opportunity for the proper
and neighboring counies have devel handling and packing for shipment. Connell, Warren.
For the first lesson, we were to make
Sweet Corn and Gardening—Elmer a bag or any other household article. Miss Rhandena Armstrong of
oped much information of great his Work is now progressing on the big
As 1 was furnishing my room, I de
torical value.
In this connection house of the former Tibbetts’ farm on Light, Waldoboro.
Rockland Elected To Phi
Potatoes—Schuyler Iiawes, West cided that I would like to have a pillow
comes his excellent suggestion that the south side of the State highway Rock pert.
Kappa Phi.
on
my
couch.
I
then
had
to
choose
which
is
part
of
Montsweag
farm
and
documents of some sort bearing the
Sewing—Mary Jameson, Warren.
my design. I chose red cloth with the
signature of every President, and of will be occupied by manager Henry
The above winners arc members of 44 sign. I embroidered the club cm
High honors were paid to another
persons who have had an important Butler and family. On this section is
share in the making of local history— located a large poultry establishment the Senior clubs and are eligible to blem with white silketeen.
Rockland High School graduate re
participate in the State contest at Oro
My
apron
was
of
pink
and
white
per

with
an
army
of
600
chickens,
and
the
Gen. Knox, Gen. Hiram G. Berry. Gen.
no, Dec 29 and 30.
cale made in kimono style with a bib cently when Miss Rhandena Ayer Arm
Davis Tillson, etc., etc.—be placed barn is being rebuilt into a large cat
Four Junior winners were an and sash. I fastened this piece with strong was elected to Phi Kappa Phi,
among the archives of the Rockland tle barn, to house a herd of 20 cattle nounced:
Evelyn Sawyer, Warren, two buttons.
the honorary society at University of
Public Library. It is an idea well r.ow tied up in a barn which will be
I left my darning and patching until Maine whose membership Is made up
transformed into an up-to-date store cooking and housekeeping: Raymond
worth carrying out.
Kenniston, Warren, poultry; Marion
Letters of marque are decldely rare house, packing and shipping depart Kenniston, Warren, sewing: Laura the last. Was it because I thought it of Seniors rated for excellence in
easier? Oh, no! I rather dreaded that scholastic standing. The first seven
in these parts. The one above re ment.
part but after 1 had patched and mend are chosen at the fall term and the re
The Butler home garden is not neg Campbell, North Warren, canning.
ferred to was submitted by Dr. Crock
Miss Anita Nicholson, Home Dem
ett to The Courier-Gazette yesterday lected, for a crop of dependable table onstration agent for the district com ed awhile it was riot nearly as hard as mainder in tlie sluing. Miss Arm
I had imagined. Brother's pants and strong has the still higher distinction
supplies sufficient for the enjoyment of
and the following is a copy:
Montsweag Farm family, and summer prising Knox. Lincoln and Oxford stockings came in fast for awhile of heading the list of the seven honor
counties, assisted in arranging the ex Wondering what the reason was
students Just selected.
By the President of the United States guests, and for the winter home in hibit.
Miss Armstrong is the (laughter of
watched my brother a while. When
Washington, D. C., is grown.
of America.
In connection with the regular ex returned I had seen that learning to Dr. W. H. Armstrong. 23 Park street.
Suffer the Brig Atlantic of Bristol,
hibit there was a Judging and identifi ride a bicycle was not only hard on City. She is 19 years old, and wu»
All Columbia Records 50c at StudHenry Little master or commander, of
cation contest, the subjects for boys
valedictorian of the class of 1918, Rock
Brunswick and girls being five kinds, each, of stockings but on pants also.
the burthen of Two Hundred and ley's—headquarters for
This year 1 go to the county contest land High school. Resides her regular
126tf beans, garden seeds, grains and grass
nineteen (219.5) tons or thereabouts Phonographs and Records.
happy, and willing to Join the sewing studies at Maine she has tuken extra
mounted with no guns navigated with
es, and for girls alone five kinds each club again, even if I am the oldest studies in music. She is a member of
Ten men.
of cloth and stitches.
member. It is my hope that we club the College Orchestra and Bangor
All your friends appreciate your—
To puss with , her company, Pas
The proposition of having a year girls will show our appreciation of the Symphony Orchestra.
sengers. Goods and Merchandise with
around poultry club was favorubly good things done for us by the kindPHOTO
out any hindrance, seizure or moles
considered, and it was announced that hearted Rockland people, our county
PARK THEATRE
tation, the said Brig appearing by
a special prize of $3 had been offered ugent. Mr Wentwol'th, our local lead
CHRISTMAS GIFT
good testimony to belong to one or
i by A. W. Gregory of Rockland. The er, Mrs. Wentworth, the State Leader.
Today's attractions are headed by
more of the Citizens of the United
MAKE APPOINTMENTS EARLY I minimum requirement to enter this Miss Ellis, our superintendent of
States and to him or them only.
; contest is to own 10 hens, to keep a schools Mr. Rowe and numerous others. Douglas MacLeon In "Passing Thro.”
HAROLD A. STAPLES
Billy Barton draws a sentence to the
Given under my hand
penitentiary through having assumed
34 Hill Street - - Rockland, Me.
and the seal of the
134 Tu-Stf
the blame for a bank theft of which he
United States of America
MARIANNE CROCKETT
was entirely innocent. Before he is
the Twenty Ninth day of
placed behind the bars, however, he
February in the year of
Vocal Teacher
makes his escape In a spectacular
Number 15 our Lord one thousand
train wreck und seeks refuge in the
(fifteen) Eight Hundred and Twelve.
8tudio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
village of Culverton. Here, befriend
James Madison.
Telephone 498-R.
ing a lazy mule heing beaten by her
By the President.
129-tf
master gets him into more difficulties,
Seal
T. Smith, Secretary of State.
and his misfortunes continue to pile up
OPTOMETRIST
State of No. Carolina.
until the final scenes of the story when
District of Charleston.
MISS MYRTLE BEAN
a deluge of good luck more than evens
Countersigned by Simeon TheuR.
the score.
Collector.
Oldest
Graduate
in
Teacher of Pianoforte
The danger of falsehood when the
To all persons whom
New England Conservatory Graduate
truth should be told is the lesson of
these may concern.
Rockland
Teaching in Rockland on Tuesday of ev
‘Dangerous Lies," featuring Dav:4
ery week. Will take a limited number of
Powell, which comes tomorrow. The
pupils. For information address Camden,
Distress after eating, belching, and nausea
io«tt
story deals with the beautiful daugh
nhone 225
126-137
between meals are symptoms or dyspepsia,
which Hoad's Sarsaparilla always cures--adv.
ter of an Bnglish rector in a small
town who Is forced by circumstances
to marry a man she detests and who
TEACHER OF PIANO
THE CAREFUL
has brought her father to ruin in a
Bnjey
HOUSEKEEPER swindling mining scheme. When he
MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN
Warmth
flees to escape arrest and she hears of
Pupil of Elizabeth S. Burger
end Gymalways keeps a can of our varnish, his death in South America, she mar
Northwestern University
fort in all your
stain and enamel on hand to keep ries Sir Henry Bond. Subsequently
rooms in coldest
13 Myrtle Street
Tel. 582-M
her home and furniture in first class her first husband reappears and
trouble follows. The ending however.
winter weather with
128-141
condition.
When anything gets Is quite happy.
the patented CsloriC
scratched or becomes dull she has
The Thursday-Friday specials this
Pipclese Furnace. Costs
the means of making things ail week is "The Great Moment.” starring
less than stoves. Saves
ORDER YOUR—
right again without trouble Let Gloria Swanson. It is the tremendous
to y? ),our fuel.
Over
story of a girl whose gypsy heart led
123,000 users. Guaranteed
us tell you what sort isi best for her away from society's conventions
ENGRAVED
satisfaction or money back.
what you need right now.
into strange and surprising advent
PERSONAL
ures. It presents behind-the-scenes
ROCKLAND
life In official Washington; barbario
GREETING CARDS
HARDWARE CO.
revels in Russia; soclul intrigues in
England; tingling escapades in the
408 Main St.,
For Christmas
,
mountains of the West. All bound to
Rockland
gether with a golden trread of gypsy,
NOW
love.—adv.

Orel E. Davies

/^CALORIC
HEATS ALL
THE ROOMS
-upstairs & dchn

I

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Carver’s Book Store
FINANCIAL ADVICE

304 Main Street, ROCKLAND
After all—the thoughtful father of today
really stores up his worldly goods so that
later his children may be provided for properly and the
youngsters cannot learn too soon the mighty function of a
Federal Reserve Member Bank.

BOYS

135.

Stop and consider if a stock or

w

HOOPING COUGH
must run its course—
there is no “cure,” but
Vicks helps to ease the
coughing paroxysms.
Apply often. Use freely
at bedtime.

bond is safe and sound before you

Consult us—we’ll gladly give you financial

advice.

Rockland, Maine
Oeer 17 Minion Jan Uted Yearly

Whatevver your occupation may be and how*
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a few mlnutei every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
of poetry.
- Charles Eliot Norton.

THE YOUNG HIGHLAND ROVER

The Rockland National Bank

Main©

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

i!|i;i

MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM ?,iiji!!lHlllllllllll

Loud blew the frosty breezes,
The maws tho mountains cover,
Like winter on me seizes
Since my young Highland rarer
Far wanders nations over.
'
Where'er he go. where'er he stray.
May heaven be hie warden :
Return him safe to fair 8trathtpey,
And honnle Castle Gordon.

The trees now naked groaning,
Shull aoon wi' leaves be binging,
The birdies dowle moaning,
Shall a' be blithely singing,
And every flower be springing
1
See I'll rejoice the lee-lang day,
When, by His mighty warden.
My youth's returned to fair Strathspey
And bonnlo Castle Gordon.

, _

____

— Hubert Burnt.
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a beginning, and which they fear wi
nave an ending disastrous to themselves
and the industrial interests of the
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
State. There can he no question as to
Rockland, Maine, Nov. 15, 1921.
the opinion of the people of the state
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
taih declares that he is pressman in the office regarding public ownership and opera
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of tion of the water powers of the State,
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Nov. 15, which the Associated Industries so ev
1921, there was printed a total of 5.993 copies. idently fear. While many citizens ot
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
that State may believe that the State
Notary Public.
has some aud very definite rights and
interests, the number who favor State
MAINE’S WATER POWERS
ownership are so very few as to be
considered absolutely nil. Maine has
t’ov Baxte nd th pri zats intet rsts neither the capital or desire to embark
• z
. '.ills
into any State ownership and operation
on- wor'Lhat or the pi.i)- of its water powers, believing that pri
v-'i) quet’
i
the ofii- vate development is far better and will
Jic fails in ■rr.nr
I i uluce git iter and more satisfactory
rcc<* .tl, made by the -Suits.
cl., declara
Chief Executive.* Certainly it has left
The editors of the daily newspapers
the average mind blurred as to the real are by no means alone in sounding a
status of the case and of Hon. Percival note of caution as to Gov. Baxter's not
I> Baxter's real intentions as governor readily understood utterances and pur
of Maine. The Baxter amendment poses. The Lincoln County News of
which engaged the attention of the Damariscotta represents a tp.ve of rural
last Legislature, and provoked state newspaper which is not averse to tak
wide controversy, made it absolutely ing a definite stand on this all import
clear that the State could take over ant topic, which, it believes, should he
, pedo attacks. It Is claimed Iiy naval
NEW QUEEN OF THE
the water powers and reimburse itself discussed in all its bearings before a
i architects that it will be almost an im
J possibility to sink the ship by an under
by taxing the users for such expendi fixed "State policy" is adopted. The ;
. - - - _
I water attack. The crew and vital
tures as it might make. Whatever the
Superdreadnaught Maryland Made 22.49 Knots In One parts will he protected by armor plate
author's real intentions may have been,
so thick that only the largest caliber
can be settled by speculation only, but but if. concealed in this “policy,” there;
Run on Rockland Course Yesterday,
-hells, fired at moderate range, might
the resolve read “control and sale of is an iota of State ownership or opera- j
penetrate
tion of water power or public utilities, •
■ ■
The superdreadna ught was built by
water powers by the State and the tax- Tar from advocating this new intrusion
the Newport News Shipbuilding and
with
armament
of
16-inch
guns.
When
atioin of water powers, water privi f “government into business,” the
The superdreadnaught Maryland.
Drydoek Co. and was commissioned
leges and the hydro-electric energy News is opposed to the whole commu- I designated by Secretary <»• State ‘hese weapons do their narking along June 23, the present year. Her cost.
the New England -oast, in the run
generated therefrom.” No question nistic program The referendum law j rh:lrles E. Hughes as one of the hat- from Rockland to Boston Wednesday ‘ with equipment, was about $33,600,000
is a lamentable farce, the direct pri................
.................
• will he real shells which conic from
The builders are represented on the
about the authority which the adop rnary law is little better, and State Ucshlps which will escapt v s'
trials by their chief engineer. .1. Nich
tion of such an amendment by the ownership would be a costly experi- heap, providing this country s propos- the muzzles, each weighing 2100 ols. and with the ship came Naval
people would have given the State, nent and foredoomed to failure.
als are accepted by ihe Arm. I imita- ! pounds, and having a carrying power constructor W. O. Crockett, a nativ
■f 20 miles. The big electric propelling
pnd no intimation from Gov. Baxter at
The Courier-Gazette’s attitude may j tion Conference, went onto the Rock- motors are of General Electric ConG , of Brooksville. Me., who enlisted in the
navy 25 years ago as a carpenter, and
any time that such was not his inten be set forth in a single paragraph. We i land Trial Course yesterday for ihe he- j pany's, a different design while those
believe that Gov. Baxter's proposed [ ginning of her official standardization on theTennessee werebuilt by the who for the past nine years lias been
tion.
attached to the shipyard n Newport
I*‘a Similar ‘ N^s. Probably no other man in the
Gov. Baxter in his latest statement amendment is the. entering wedge ! test.
When she came back to anchorage I trial off Rockland in the early summer. I country is so familiar with all details
Bays that he has not changed the views which would take away from private
he has always held on the water pow initiative and private capital those late in the afternoon the Navy had a The Maryland's trial displacement yes- of the Maryland's constri..-tion as Mr.
er question, but seeks to quiet the ap privileges, under which, up to this time, new Queen of the Seas, for the giant I terday was give,, as 32.400. which fi, Crockett is and certainly nobody likes
craft had made a mile at the rale of slightly greater tlian the Tennessee’s.
pl>1 ba< k tn Malne ,*’u’1 ,h’,n
prehension of the Associated Industries the State has amazingly prospered, but
had averaged 21.76 on her
in a recent issue of the paper ap- does.
«, .,
22.49.
and
by declaring that their fears of confis which, if undisturbed, offer a future
at maximum speed. The ( peared an extended description of the
cation are groundless. Gov. Baxter more brilliant than any man can now five runs Which was tried on the ' Maryland, hut for the benefit of those , The
Maryland Is commanded by
Tennessee,
makes public the letter which he wrote foresee.
few months ago. and ; who may not have seen it a few of tiie Capt .'Cha ties P. Preston, C S. N . wh
same course
which is of very nearly the same dis- I more essential details mny !»• re- is also familiar with the Rockland tria
to Congressman Peters under date of
Tho visit to this country of Admiral placement—although not a sister ship, i peated to advantage. The new Queen i course ny virtue of hls visits here as
July 28. 1921, and from which we
made 21.378 as her fastest mile, and | of the Seas is 624 feet long, and the a member ot the hoard. Visitors to his
Beatty, and the admirable sentiments 1 developed only 30,909 horsepower as | beam is 97^4 feet. The ship burns fuel ship f re always cerinla of ,ourtenas
quote:
In my opinion the State should make to which the admiral of the British compared with the Maryland’s maxi oil, and carries approximately 1,392,000 atten.icn and impressed by his popu
a beginning in the development of fleet bus given utterance, has done mum yesterday of 36,673 The light gallons, which gives a cruising radius larity with the other officers and Ihe
Storage Reservoirs on a business basis
crew.
much to cement the friendship between snowstorm, obscuring fht range marks, of 10,000 miles.
and thus derive an income from them
The principal officers serving under
Like her prototype, the New Mexico.
prevented a completion of the trial
by selling or leasing the stored water the world's two greatest nations and yesterday, and the low speed runs were ’ pioneer electric warship of the world, him are Commanders T. A. Kittinger
to the owners of the Water Powers on tn eradicate some of the prejudice being made this forenoon when The the Maryland i s electrical throughout. .1. H. Collins, J. S. McCain and M. A
the rivers below the reservoirs. This which may exist. "So long as the Courier-Gazette went to press. The Her main propulsion machinery con Lihhey and Lieutenant Commanders I1
is as far as 1 believe the State should
ship will probably leave port tomorrow sists of two Curtis steam turbine gen- T. Van Auken, <:. \V. Hewlett, M. S
go at the present time. The owners of United States and Great Britain stick morning for her endurance tests.
■rators, each designed to develop 11,- Bennison, C. H. Jones and B. 15
water powers on the rivers are of together civilization will live.” said
000 kilowatts at a speed of 2,030 revo- Ralston. The ship’s peace time com
course entitled to the natural flow of Admiral Beatty at a banquet in Wash
Motion picture men were at their i lotions per minute to drive the ship plement is 1450 ofiicers and men, hut
the river, and would he charged only ington last week. And bully for Rear Wits’ ends to devise some method of 21 knots. These supply power to four there are also on board at the present
for the increased flow occasioned by Admiral Rodman who responded with ) obtaining more audacious pictures than 7,000 horsepower General Electric In time about 150 observers, including
the construction of the reservoirs.
any which have previously b, en made, duction motors, directly connected representatives of nearly all the steel
What the future may have in store in an expression of hope that the British for they will he exhibit, I before th. with the four propellers and turning at ; shipyards.
water power development is not for and American navies might “.always < onference in Washing!,, i Thursday, 170 revolutions a minute The motors.
The members of the Trial Board
us to determine, for those who follow stand together."
showing the world’s greatest battleship among the largest ever built, are 12 ; Rear Admiral C. P. Pfimkett. presi
tis can either enlarge the State’s under
in an endeavor to better the speed of fact in diameter, weigh 62 tons, and the i dent; Capt. .1. G. Tawressy, Capt. W
takings or restrict them.
28,000 horsepower thus available for N. Jeffers. Capt. Paul 15. Dungan
One of Gov. Baxter’s propositions is [ 21 knots which is required from this propulsion purposes is enough to sup- ! Commander R. M. Fawell (recorder
I should feel well sataisfied with my
type.
work if 1 could see a storage reservoir sure to have a nearly unanimous en
Excelling also in every other depart ply power to a city of 100,000 popula- ! Lieut. W. Hardy, Lieut. E. A. Healey
system tried out in some suitable lo dorsement, and that is his firm stand ment of naval architecture and equip tioin.
Charles A. Ford and A. K. Moore
cation, which doubtless would prove of
The Maryland possesses all the latest The Bureau of Construction and Re
for ridding the highways of drunken ment. the Maryland has the distinction
direct benefit to the Water Power own
of being the first battleship on trial provisions for protection against tor- < pairs is represented Iiy Commamle
ers, who ought to be willing to pay a automobile drivers, in order that the
' Howard, and the Iluerau of Engineer
fair price for the benefits received. I loads may be made safe* for sober peo
by Commander Robinson.
am not advocating the State’s taking ple who wish to use them. “We don’t
over the developed water powers or propose,” to says, "to let up on any
of developing those that are now un
developed. The future will determine offender regardless of his influence or
Standing, but every person convicted
whether or not this is advisable.
If a Constitutional Amendment is of driving automobiles while under the j
necessary, as I believe it is, the lan Influence of liquor shall suffer the full !
guage of such an amendment should
be broad enough to give the State ad penalty of the law.” And the people j
equate power to carry out the storage of Maine say “Amen!"
reservoir plan. This woulcj need to inelude the t; ght
Erni e ,t Domain,
Brooks has been doing some lrig bus
find shou'd the: h> a water power in iness for a little town, comments the !
demned, it would
the territory :
’ ewistoi 'ournal. In October, for inChapters of New England Continue
he necessaiy
car loads* of apples were
power to tak, ii o.n-rwise, file -a...Unabated Their Activities For
storage reservoir system might I- shipped from there. The station did a
Disabled Veterans
blocked. 1 realize that this sugg. sticn *20.000 business. The town owes this
may arouse opposition, but a small
water power owner should not be al prosperity in a very large measure to
lowed to stand in the way of the State’s a concern financed by Rockland capital
Storage Reservoir System, and the —Black & Gay fanners, Inc., which
State cannot allow its plans to he sub had sufficient faith in the agricultural
ject to the whim of an individual. The
Of course we have night shirts
Amendment can be drawn to define just faculties of that community to build
there one of the finest canning facto
how far the State may go.
and night gowns.
It also might be advisable to haye ries in the State.
the language of the Amendment suffi
Some men will never give em
ciently broad to allow the State to de
The greatest problem which con
up till daylight dawns.
velop such power, if any, as can be
profitably developed at the storage fronts any educational institution in
But as pajamas are the popular
dam, but not elsewhere 1 should not Maine at the present time is whether
and practical night dress, we
advocate the State’s distributing the Bowdoin College will be able to retain
power thus developed, but it could he the services of Fred V. Ostegren. who
have ’em in great variety of
sold on favorable terms to some Public
attractive patterns. Liberal in
Utility company. This would seem to coached the football team to the State
be necessary, otherwise there might championship. At least that would
cloth, honest in make and some
he a waste of valuable energy. This, seem to be the situation.
as low as $2.00.
however, is not vital. I ask only to
do what other states, such as Massa
If you like good books and good
UNDERWEAR that will take the
chusetts and New York, are doing,
wind out of winter—
and believe that Maine, with its great eats you can get both by patronizing
| service of those who suffer’<
power rescources should lead and not the supper which is to he served for
Just the fabric that you favor.
follow in this forward movement.
the benefit of the Public Library in the
Wearplus Neckwear, $1.00,
If a Constitutional Amendment can Methodist vestry next Saturday even
With its essential activities in be
be trained so as to cover the sugges
$1.50.
ing.
tions herein outlined, 1 should give it
half of the disabled veterans of the
my cordial approval.
World War and their families un
Snowbirds have arrived, and accord
"It is surely difficult to understand
abated and its peace program firmly
ing to .1. A. Tolman their early ap
where the Governor is driving.” com pearance means severe weather to the
established by another year of serments the Bangor Commercial after northward, with a probability of hav
the American Red Cross opened its
reading Mr. Baxter’s statement. The ing heavy snow locally this winter.
its nation-wide annual Roll Call on
editor of that newspaper offers the as Bird lovers also notice that robins are
THE
still here, which is taken to mean that
Armistice Day. November 11th.
sumption that the Governor wants the some kind friend is putting out feed
AMERICAN'S CREED
During the two weeks following,
State to provide the machinery with for them.
I believe in the United States
of
America
as
a
government
of
through
Thanksgiving Day, November
which he can carry out his ideas, at
the people, by the people, for the
24th. the 2,648 Chapters of the organe same time seeking to allay the
people whose just powers are de
ization in the United States, and their
fears of the Associated Industries
rived from the consent of the gov
Branches, will ask the more than
erned; a democracy in a repub
which are based on apparent belief that
six million present members to re
lic;
a
sovereign
Nation
of
many
he is aiming to take over the water
enroll, and will seek additional mem
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
powers.
Has the Governor really
bers for 1922.
one and inseparable, established
changed his ideas, or is he seeking to
upon those principles of freedom,
There will he no national appeal for
equality, justice and humanity
camouflage his real desire by a sug
funds to maintain the work, aside
for
which
American
patriots
sac

gestion which may seem less obnoxious
from the membership fees, but many
rificed their lives and fortunes.
to the voters? is what the Commercial
ot the Chapters will go to their com
I therefore believe it is my
munities for such amounts as are
wants to know.
duty to my country to love it;
necessary to support their local ac
to support its Constitution; to
The Portland Herald, independent
tivities.
obey its laws; to respect its flag;
political organ, says that Maine's prog
CHiriatmaa
and to defend it against all ene
Every One Asked To Join
ress will be blocked so long as the
mies.
The minimum quota of members
Governor is working on one end of the
Srmmbranrra
for the country has been set at eight
proposition and the Associated Indus
millions.
The combluetl quota for
jjrgiHIS year more peotries at the other, with both suspicious
the, 129 Chapters and 1016 Branches
IHI
pie
than
ever
will
We
are
ready
now
to
make
those
and fearful as to what the other is try
in the five New England states of
winter MEMORIAL WREATHS
decide on the Photograph
ing to accomplish. The solution to the
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
that you want for the cemetery
as
a
happy
token
to
give
problem which that paper sees is to
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, is
about this time of year.
EDISON
DIAMOND
AMBEROLA
to those whose friend
have both sides lay tlieir cards on the
720.009, or 200.000 more than the
Our PINK CHRYSANTHEMUMS
ship they wish to hold
PHONOGRAPH and RECORDS
table. Capital must he attracted from
present New England Division mem
and POM POMS are blossoming in
and cherish.
bership.
other States if it is to increase in pop
All kinds of Talking
profusion and we are picking Violets
A dozen photographs will
every day. The season for these
ulation, wealth and influence, but that
The purpose of every Red Cross
Machines Repaired
solve a dozen puzzling gift
blooms is short. Don't neglect to
capital “must he secure from political
organization in the Roll Call is to give
problems. Make an appoint
MUSICIANS'
SUPPLIES
enjoy them while they are at their
ment today.
every man and woman in the coinjuggling of -any and every kind." In
best.
Violins Made and Repaired
conclusion the Herald says:
Champney’s Studio
c F WFI T
main HT,
Our prices are reasonable
Prom a careful reading of the entire
O. t. nuLt,
upstairs
432 Main St., Rockland
VISITORS are welcome at the
correspondence it becomes evident that
ROCKLAND, AlAINf
You Can Talk to Practically
the trouble can be simmered down to
greenhouses during business hours.
the fact that the Governor is making
All the People in the Town
an effort at the “beginning” of water
H. M. SILSBY, Florist
WHEN IN BOSTON-Etery Issue of The
Crurier-Gszett. Is on sale by the Old Sou l
power development or conservation,
THROUGH THIS PAPER
Xews Co., Washington St opposite toot o’
253 Camden St., Rockland
wliali the manufacturing and power
School
Call urour.d sod gel s copy of th.
li.l.itais fear.
' v hut
mper with lit. home news.
Z3-IT
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RED GROSS OPENS
ITS ANNOAL ROLL
CALL FOR MEMBERS

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.

AGENT FOR

______

Every-Other-Day
BURPEE

FURNITURE

CO.1

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS
Outfit Offer
Special outfit consisting of Model E? Co
lumbia Grafonola, Mahogany or American
Walnut, eqquipped wilih all of tbe latest
improvements, 6—12-in. albums, 12 selec
tions of your own choice, record brush
and 300 needles, complete for

$98.50

Special Terms During This Sale
'I bis is your opportunity to select your instruftient for die holidays from our most
complete stock.

Complete November List

, NOW ON SALE

Columbia Records
DANCE RECORDS
The Columbians I A-3467
Sweet Lady. Medley Fox-Trot
The Happy Sis ) 85c
South Sea Isles. Medley Fox-Trot
The Happy Six » A-3468
Id a Boat. Medley Fox-Trot
Yerkes Jazaritnba Orchestra j 85c
Emaline. Medley Fox-Trot
Sally. Won’t You Come Back. Medley Fox-Trot
I A-3453
'I til Lewie and His Band
85c
Ted Lewis and His Bund
Second Hand Rose. Medley Fox-Trot
Ted Lewis and Hls Band t A-3464
Want Wang Bluee. Fox-Trot
Ted Letcis and His Band ) 85c
Home Again Blues. Fox-Trot
Art Hickman’s Orchestra I A-3458
Molly O. Fox-Trot
Art Hickman's orchestra f 8fc
Good-bye, Pretty Butterflies. Fox-Trot
Biese Trio and Cramit » A-3459
I Ain’t Nobody’s Darling. Son^Fox-Trot
B>ese Trio and Crumit ( 85c
Frankie and Johnny. Song Fox-Trot
Prince's Dance Orchestra ) A 6!»4
Remember. Waltz
Prince’s Dance Orcktstra ( $i 25
In My Tippy Canoe. Medley Waltz
I’ll Keep on Loving You
Guido Dciro I A-3451
Crooning
Guido Deiru ) 55c
Soldier’s Joy—Massa’s in the Cold, Cold GroundTurkey in the Straw ( Medley of Jigs and Reels) Don Richardson I A-34S2
Little Yaller Gal—Old Black Jot—Jock Tarnson’s
[ 85c
Hornpipe (Medley of Jigs and Heels)
DonRichardson
.E-7258
Danse Arube
OrientalOrcheslra
Danse Orientale
OrientalOichestra
i 85c

SONG HITS
My Sunny Tennessee
Broadway Quartet i A-346S
Tuck Me to Sleep in My Old Kentucky Home
Dale und Reardon I 85c
I’m Lookingfor a Bluebird (to Chase My Blues Away) Marion Harris I A-3457
Sweet Cookie
Marion Harris i 85c
In the Old Town Hall
Vom & Schenck , A-3461
What's-a Gonna Be Next
Van <£• Schcuck I 65c
Who’ll Be the Next One (to Cry Over You)
Charles Harr iron I A-34C3
If You Only Knew
Edwin Dale I *5c
Sleepy Head
Dale and Reardon I A-3460
Fare Thee Well, Love, Fare Thee Well
Columbia Stellar Quartet J 85c
uar'.ft I A-Z4SO
I Ain’t Givin’ Nothin’ Away
Southern Out
Sweet Mamma iPapa's Getting Mad)
Southern Qa arlet I 85c

OPERA AND CONCERT

’ ^987#

Charles Hccketl

Because

I S'.UO
l 498£9
La Forza del Destiae (Pace, Pace Mio Dio)
Rosa Ponselle
I $1 50
Samson and Delilah—Love, Lend Me Thy Might
Jeanne Gordon i 44740
I $1.50
Gentle Annie
Oscar Seagle I A-3448
Ol’ Car’lina
Oscar Seagle and Male Quartet I $1.00
Those Songs My Mother Used to Sing
t 'armela Ponselle I A-34C6
Thinking of You
Carmela Pcnselle I $1.00

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
Paraphrase on Tschaikovsky's Flower Waltz
Percy Grainger I
Wedding Day at Troldhaugen
Percy Grainger I
Solveig’s Song
Eddy Brown
Serenade Espagnole
E^dy Brown
Monastery Bells. Key of "F” Sharp Major
.
(' iii\nnati Symphony Orchestra
Intermezzo Sinfonico—fro nr Cavalier i a Husticana
Gina Marinurzi aad His Symphony Orchestra
a
«
Vrinu't Band
March Boccaccio
PtiMi't Band
Vbao (ha Oraad Old Flag Goh By

A-61B3

$1.50

A 3449

$1.00
A6193

$1.50
A-61S8

$1.25

Burpee Furniture Co.
361 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

munity the opportunity to help con
tinue the local, the national and the
overseas service of this great organ
ization, by becoming a member.
Because of the steady withdrawal
of the American Red Cross from over
seas. where the work is now largely
concentrated on child welfare in the
Central European countries, and the
increasing importance of the service
at home, a readjustmet of the divi
sion of piembership fees has been
made.
To Maintain Local Work
Beginning with the present Roll
Call, all but fifty cents of each ntem
bership fee will be retained by the-,
local Chapter for the support of its
work io and for its own community.
In other words Chapters will keep
fifty cents of every one dollar annual
membership, $4.50 of every $5.00 con
tributing membership, and $9.50 of
every $10.00 sustaining membership.
The fifty cents that goes to National
headquarters helps maintain the child
welfare service abroad and hospital
work for the disabled former service
men. In some instances the member
ship fees will not provide for the local
activities of a Chapter and it will
be necessary to ask for funds in ad
dition to enrolling members.

Plan To Go “Over the Top”
The Red Cross organizations in all
parts of New England are. with verj
few exceptions well prepared to go
before tlThir communities and ask for
continued support of the Red Cross,
and the prospects are much better
this year than last for an enrollment
that will carry the membership in
this section of the country from a lit
tle over half a million, back towards
the million mark.
The services of the American Red
Cross to the sick aud disabled of the
World War and their families contin
ue on a Mca'e and in a variety of
methods uususpected by tho publie at
large, anil practically pvery Chapter
in New England is doing its share of
this work, which It Is estimated, will
not reach its height before 1925 and
possibly not (or two or three years
later.
Peace Time Services
In addition to this major obligation
the fulfillment of the promise ot the
American Red Cross to the people, the
Chapters and Branches are each
carrying on one or more of the es->
tahllslied pekee time services, which
include public health nursing, instruc
tion in home hygiene and care of the
sick, preparedness for relief in dis
aster. nutrition service, health ser
vice, volunteer service which includes
the production of layettes and gar
ments for children in foreign lands
first aid and life saving.These activities are expressed in
cue phrase: "The Union of all who
ixive tu Ute ilervlce of all who Suffer/
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Probably Enough.
Railroad King—“What do you thi
I need, doctor, to set me up ngalt
Doctor—“Well, I think a little It
will help you.” Railroad King—“Go<
I gobbled up a whole railroad syst
last week.”—Homeopathic Record*

BATTERY SERVICE
is what you will get here.
Drive right up and have
your auto battery put in per
fect shape. We repair, re
charge, test, rent, sell and
otherwise handle auto bat
teries in a real service wajp.

F. W. Farrel Company
643 Main St.

_

Tel 661

Every-Othei -Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 15,

Calk of fix Cm
reighborhoou evehtb
Nov. 16—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Nov. 16—Thomaston,, Super-Keith Vaudeville '
entertt'ninent for benefit of School Building
lurid
,
Nov. 18—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs
Hester Chase.
Nov. 21—Miss Loraine Wyman in English,
French and Southern folk song, at First Bap
fist church.
Nov. 24—Annual ball of Rockland Veteran
Firemen’s Association in Havener hall
Nov. 14—Shakespeare Society meets with
Mrs. A S. Littlefield.
Nov. 15—Good Cheer Sewing Circle rum
mage sale in Temple Hall.
Nov. 16—Monthly meeting of Knox and lip- .
coin Past Grands Association in Camden.

Nov 18—Meeting of Gen Knox Chapter of
Bose Croix.
Nov. 19—(Football) Rockland High vs.
Camden High, in Camden, to settle Knox coun
ty championship.
Nov. 19—Library Ben-fit supper at Me;b
odlet vestry, 5 to 7 o’clock

Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day
Nov. 30—Unlversalist fair
Dec. 7-8—Methodist Fair.

SUITS REDUCED—$10 TO $20 DISCOUNTS

The end of the suit season finds us with-more suits than we should
have, and if it finds you or your friends without suits which could
he worn nine months in the year—to you we make this announcement.
You can get a suit that not only can be worn many, many days during
this winter, but will be just the suit for early spring wear. Our assort
ment is big. and you stand a better chance of getting fitted now than
after the holidays at just as low prices.

Suits in long and short models, plain and fur-trimmed,
materials of Duvet de Laine, Tricotine, and VelourCloth, in shades of brown, reindeer, navy, and black.

The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary will j
give a supper Wednesday at 6 o’clock,
followed by the regular meeting.

Priced $35.00 to $75.00

Dr. R. K. Bowman has moved his
office from the Davis Block to 299 Main [
street, over the American Express i
Company.

Special Suits in Tweeds, shades of Brown, Oxford and
Blue...................................... ............. $35.00, $39.50, $45.00

The Salvation Army Sunday School ,
had a record attendance of 101 schol- i
urs at last Sunday’s session.
The Salvation Army Sewing Circle
will meet in the hall Thursday at 2.30
p. m. Clothing which can be made over will be gratefully received.

The Pythian Sisters circle meets I
with Mrs. C. L. Philbrook, 14 Masoni
street, Wednesday afternoon. The de
gree staff and officers meet at the K.
P. hall for practice Wednesday even- I
ing at 7.30.

COATS AND SUITS OF THE BETTER KIND
COAT DEPARTMENT
SECOND FLOOR

Many of our coats and suits in oyr second floor department have
been reauced. Because we cannot duplicate them, on account of the
pending cloak strike in some of the high class cloak manufactories,
garments that cannot be duplicated in this department will stand a
good, liberal discount. We invite your inspection.

William A. Williams, late of the
Country Club staff, is now employed io
W. I. Ayer’s clothing staff, which leads ,
«s to remark that it’s a line pair to
draw to.
John W. Thomas, Philip Lovell and
William Sansom were guests Armis- ,
tiee Day of Raymond Bird at "Camp
Buffalo,” Crawford Lake. Among the
interesting events of the day was the
passing of a flock of wild geese esti
mated to contain 100 birds.

Coleman Miller, brother of Martin
Miller, formerly captain for a number
of years of the Lime Company’s tug,
Fred E. Richards, called Saturday
morning on friends in this city. lie
was in Rockland harbor with a tow
because of inclement weather conditions. He is now with- J. B. King A
Co. of New York City as captain of the
tug Gypsum.

WAISTS AND BLOUSES
BALCONY
DEPARTMENT

We have just received a small assortment of Over-Blouses and Waists.
Blouses in shades of navy, brown and black $7.50 and $8.50
In over sizes of 45, 47, and 49. AH sizes up to 52 caq

I

j
[

be had at no extra charge.

SPECIALTIES FROM OUR READY-TO-WEAR DEPT.

i

BASEMENT
j

DEPARTMENT

f.

Almon Young, who has been in the :
employ of the Central Maine Power
Co. with headquarters in Augusta, has
returned to Rockland to take up his 1
former duties, with some added re- !
sponsibilitles.

Rockland High and Camden
j High Will Decide County
Championship in Camden
Saturday.

,

The challenge extended by Rock- ■
lland High School to Camden High J

STREET FLOOR

Dec. 10—Li me rock Valley Pomona Grange I
meets with Meguntlcook Grange, Camden.

Page Three

THAT THIRD GAME

Fuller Cobb-Davis

eoMina

1921

-

*

Plush Coats, in three-quarter and full length, excep

“V-.'

School lor a third game, wliigit will
! decide the county championship has '
j been accepted and the game will be!
, played in Camden next Saturday at
j 2 p. m. Camden's acceptance is con- j
' tained in the following letter:

Here’s a “Pal and '' Partner

For That Reo Speed Wagon

• ♦ • •
To the Sporting Editor of The Courier- !
Gazette:
In reply to the challenge of Mr. John
M. Ri hardson, in behalf of Rockland
High School, published in the Saturday ;
issue of your paper, the athletic au- j
thorities of Camden High School, the !
challenged party, will agree to play a !
third game with Rockland High School ;
on the Camden High School ground on
Saturday, Nov. 19, 1921, at 2 p. m., un- !
der the following conditions:
First—All officials shall be neutral.
Se ond—Proceeds, after expenses are
deducted, to be evenly divided.
Third—The winner to be the undis- '
puted champion of Knox county.
Fourth—Mr. Bresenham of Camden
must be notified before Wednesday ;
noon. Nov. 16, 1921, as to whether or ;
not the Ro 'kland management accepts I
these conditions.
Fifth—The game to be cancelled if i
weather conditions are not satisfac- ,
tory to both parties. If one is not
satisfied he can cancel.
i
F. M. Bresenham,
Athletic Director of Camden High ’
School.
• • • •
In order to expedlate matters the
above letter was immediately referred ,
to Mr. Richardson, who agrees to the '
Camden terms in the following terse,
statement:
To the Sporting Editor of The Courier- Gazette: —
In the biggest game Rockland High
School ever tackled (Portland) we imported coach Bresenham of Camden to
referee because he was square. We
have had no cause to change our
opinion. In the foregoing he rubs us
pretty hard in naming Camden as. the
place, considering last year, yet we
want that third game so badly we
would say “yes” if he said “Play in
Greenland.”
John M. Richardson,
Athletic Director R. H. S.
Rockland, Nov. 15.

This new Reo ‘Business Coupe" mounted
on that wonderfully fleet, flexible, silent
Six chassis—The Six of Sixty Superiori
ties—is now available.
To deliver the goods, you must first get
the orders.

For the man who must ‘‘live in his car”—
the man whose daily results depend upon
the reliability of his conveyance—for the
man who would be punctual as well as
first—this Reo Business Coupe is ideal.

On the floor to demonstrate*

Geo. M. Simmons
EXCLUSIVE ROCKLAND DEALERS

23 Tillson Avenue.

WAS NOT NEGLIGENT
C

The South Thomaston Village Im.-’"
provement Association holds its regular
supper and dance at tile Grange hall
Friday. Supper 5.30 to 7; dancing un
til 11 o’clock.

■

k.

A

«.k

~ f-

J

□ O LOUnty /Authorities rind in
Case of George Tripp Who
Fatally Shot Young Fred
Ward.

Telephone 4-W.

BORN
Perry—Rockland, Nov. 13, 1921, Io Mr. and
Mrs Leroy 1». Perry, n son.
I
Knowlton—At Silsby Hospital, Rockland,
\„v i;i. t«, Mr and Mrs. Leroy C. Knowlton,
1 a daughter.
Hamproiie Rockland, Nov 13. to Mr. and
Mrs. Francisco Sainprone. a daughter—l’latra
Norwood—Hope, Nov 9. to Mr. and Mrs
Etirl Norwood, a daughter—Justine Simmons.
Snowden—Peer Isle, Nor —, to Mr. ami
■Mrs. Willis T Snowden, a son—Elwood Dtxuu.

After the circle supper at the Universalist ^church Wednesday evening.
Dr. A. K. P. Harvey will deliver an
address on the prevention of cancer,
which just now is forming the subject
nt u nation-wide campaign. Those
unable to attend the supper are invited
to come afterward and hear l>r. Harvey.

Fred Ward, the young son of Mr.
/ MARRIED
—Rockland. Nov. 12, by
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"ORIOLE

When he left the house he walked
rapidly down-town, and toward the
end of this one-mile Journey he rr.n;
but as he was then approaching the
railway station, no one thought him
by
;
eccentric.
He was, however; for
when he entered the station he went
to a bench and sat looking upward
for more than ten minutes; then rose
nnd went to a ticket-window and asked
for a time-table.
“Whn^ road?" the clerk Inquired.
“AU points south,” said Noble.
He placed the time-table, still fold
ed, In his pocket, rested an elbow on
/ the brass apron of the window, and
would have given himself up to re
flections. though urged to move away.
Several people wishing to buy tickets
, 1921- by the Boll Syndicate,Inc.
One Item of her description of him had formed a line behind him and
self the badgered Herbert could not they perceived that Noble had nothing
bear in silence, although he had just more to say to the clerk. The latter
declared that since the truth was so encouraged tlieir protests, and even
ill-respected among his persecutors lie went so far as to exclaim, “For
would open his mouth no more until i heaven's sake! Can't you let these
the next day. He passed over "bail," folks buy their tickets?" And since
but furiously stated his height In feet, Noble still did not mods; "My gosh,
haven't you got no feet?”
inches and fractions of Indies.
"Feet? Oh, yes,” said Noble gently.
Aunt Fanny shook her head in j
“I'm going away.” And went back to
mourning. “That may be, Herbert," I
his sent.
she said gently, “But you must try to
After a while he sought to study
realize It can’t bring poor young Mr.
his time-table. Ordinarily, his mind
Dill hack to his family."
Again Herbert just looked nt her. was one of those able to decipher and
He had no Indifference more profound comprehend railway time-tables; he
thnn that upon which lier strained had few gifts, but this was one of
conception of tlie relation between them. It failed him, now; and lie
cause and effect seemed to touch ; and. wandered hack to the ticket-window,
from his point of view, to be missing and, after urgent coaching, eventually
should he the lightest of calamities. took his place nt the end instead of at
It Is true that he was concerned with the head of the line that waited there.
the restoration of Noble Dill to the In his turn he came again to the win
rest of the Dills so far as such an dow. nnd departed from it after a
event might affect his own incompara conversation with the clerk whieh left
ble misfortunes—but not otherwise. J llie latter In unconscious accord with
He regarded Noble and Noble’s disap- ! Aunt Fanny Atwater's commiserating
pearance merely as unfair damage to j adjective, though the clerk’s own pity
himself. He continued to look at this | was expressed in argot. “The poor
sorrowing great-aunt of ills, and his nut!" he explained to his next client.
thoughts made his strange gaze ap "Wonts to buy a ticket on a train
pear to her so hardened that she shook that don’t pull out till ten thirty-five
tonight; nnd me fillin’ It ail out,
her head and looked away.
“Poor young Mr. Dill!" she said. I stnmpln’ It nnd everything, wliat for!
“If someone could only have been ! Turned out ail his pockets and
couldn't come nearer'n eight dollars
short o’ the price! Where you want
to go?"
Noble went back to his bench and
sat there for a long time, though there
was no time long or short for him.
He was not yet consciously suffering
greatly; nor was he thinking nt ail.
True, he had a dim, persistent impulse
to action—or else why should he be
at the station?—but for the clearest
expression of his condition it Is neces
sary to borrow a culinary symbol; he
was Jelling. The state of shock was
slowly dispersing while a perception
of anguish as slowly Increased. He
was beginning to swallow nothing at
Intervals, and the Intervals were grow
ing shorter.
Dusk was misting down, outdoors,
when with dragging steps he came out
of tlie station. He looked hazily up
and down the street, where the comerlamps nnd shop-windows now were
lighted, nnd. after dreary hesitation,
he went in search of a pawn-shop, nnd
found one. The old man who operated
it must have been a philanthropist, for
Noble was so fortunate as to secure a
Ioan of nine dollars upon his watch.
Surprised nt this, he returned to the
station, nnd went back to the same old
bench.

Booth Tarkingfon
lllujtratipflr by

SYNOPSIS.
PART ONE.
Proud possessor of a printing press and
equipment, the grift of Uncle Joseph to
his nephew, Herbert Illlngsworth Atwa
ter. Jr., aged thirteen, the fortunate
youth, with his chum, Henry Rooter,
about the same age. begins the publica
tion of a full-fledged newspaper, the North
End Dally Oriole. Herbert’s small cousin,
Florence Atwater, being barred from
any kind of participation In the enter
prise, on account of her Intense and nat
ural feminine desire to "boss," Is frankly
annoyed, and not at all backward In say
ing so. However, a poem she has writ
ten Is accepted for Insertion in the Oriole,
on a strictly commercial basis—cash In
advance. The poem sufTers somewhat
from the Inexperience of the youthful
publishers In the "art preservative." Her
not altogether unreasonable demand for
republlcatlon of the masterpiece, with Its
beauty unmarred, are scorned, and the
break between Miss Atwater and the
publishers of the Oriole widens.
The Sunday following the first appear
ance of the Oriole, ITorence's particular
chum, Patty Fairchild, pays her a visit.
They are Joined, despite Miss Atwater's
openly expressed disapproval, by Master
Herbert Atwater and Henry Rooter. Not
at all disconcerted by the coolness of
their reception, the visitors and Miss
Fairchild Indulge In a series of Innocent
Bunday games. Among them Is one called
•"Truth,” the feature of which Is a con
tract to write a question and answer,
both to be kept a profound secret. The
agreement Is duly carried out.
Declining emphatically to participate in
any game with her cousin and Henry
Rooter, Florence is piqued by Miss Fairchild's open desertion to the enemy, her
erstwhile bosom friend apparently enjoy
ing herself Immensely In the company of
the visitors and leaving with them.

PART TWO.
On her visi tors' departure. Florence
learns through a conversation between
her parents, that her aunt. Julia Atwater.
Idol of the greater part of the male popu
lation of the place, but at present out of
town on a visit, has apparently become
engaged to a gentleman of the name of
Crum, altogether unknown to the At
water family. Indulging in speculation
concerning the fortunate youth, Mr. and
Jlrs. Atwater concede tha"t for all they
know he may be a widower, or divorced,
with any number of children, etc. Flor
ence misses none of the remarks.
In her room that evening Florence
finds two brief notes used in the after
noon game of “Truth," and unfortunate
ly lost by Miss Fairchild. To that young
lady's query as to whether they did not
think they had pretty eyes, both Herbert
and Henry admitted they did, and had
affixed their signatures to the statement
Realizing that neither of the young gen
tlemen would care to have it known
that they had thus acknowledged the
possession of ''pretty eyes," Florence per
ceives what a powerful weapon has been
placed In her hands, for among the
youth of the town is a boy. Wallie Torbin. gifted with a remarkable talent for
mimicry and an altogether malignant
disposition. The combination has made
him dreaded, and Florence realizes that a
threat to put Wallie Torhin In poss. ssion
of the secret concerning their "pretty
eyes" would bring Herbert and Henry
groveling at her feel and probably lead
to her greatly desired participation in
their journalistic enterprise.
Acquainting the two unfortunates with
her knowledge of their awful secret, they
make complete submission and Florence
becomes the undisputed master mind of
the Oriole.
In the next Issue, with which the erst
while proprietors of the sheet have little
to do, editorially, among the "news"
Items Is related the engagement of Miss
Julia Atwater to Mr. Crum, the gentle
man being referred to as a widower, also
divorced, and with a "great many chil
dren."
Among the most ardent and hopeless
admirers of the beautiful Julia is a youth
of the name of Noble Dill. an. altogether
commonplace and uninteresting individual,
notable only among ids fellow townsmen
for his devoted attachment to the obtect
of his affections. He is. however. Flor
ence’s Ideal, and that young lady, desir
ous of breaking the news of Julia's en
gagement “gently," herself presents hint
with a copy of tlie Oriole containing the
announcement.

And Under That Light Sat Ncble Dill.

j
I

PART THREE.
The Atwater family connection being
extensive and its position in the town
prominent, the news of Julia's engage
ment spreads' rapidly. An outbreak of
suicidal mania is freely predicted as a
result, particular apprehension being felt
concerning Noble Dill, conceded by all.
and openly referred to by some, as the
"nuttiest" of all the fair Julia's admirers.
Mr. Joseph Atwater, to whose gift of the
printing outfit to Herbert tne whole trou
ble is traced, feels himself a social out
cast and shuns the society of his fellows.
Florence's threat to divulge the guilty
secret of Herbert and Henry's admission
of their gift of beauty, to the dreaded
Wallie Torbin is sufficient to seal their
lips as to her part in the tragedy, and
the whole blame is placed on the two
boys. Driven to desperation, however,
Herbert reveals Florence's complicity,
not to say her complete responsibility In
the matter, his statement at first not be
ing believed but later Is seen to be the
truth. The luckless Herbert feels that
he would rather spend the rest of his
life running away from Wallie Torbin
than endure the reproaches of his fam
ily and the predictions of wliat would
probably be the untimely end of Noble
Dill.
Stunned by the knowledge of Julia's
fickleness. Noble Dill is conscious only of
a keen desire to get away from every
thing that can remind him of the blight
that has fallen on his life. At the rail
road station, where his apparently aim
less mutterings and actions are the occa
sion for unkind comment, he meets
Julia, returning unexpectedly from her
visit. The young lady perceives Ills state
of mind, with which she is not entirely
unfamiliar, and kindly invites him to her
home, unaware of the tragedy of which
she Is the center.
They find that Julia’s father is out of
low-n and the house shut up, a fact which
Noble mir'- t have revealed had he been
capable of consecutive though' on any
subject.
Noble Dill's disjointed reproaches move
Julia only to amazement, until that gen
tleman produces the fatal Oriole. Her
first feeling, of course, is one of indigna
tion. but she restores Noble’s reason by
the declaration that the statement is In
correct. She Is not engaged, and at
Noble's urgent pleading promises that
happy youth SHE NEVER WILE BE.
Brought to the bar of judgment, Flor
ence Is forced to admit her responsibility
for the "news" in the Oriole and pun
ishment Is immediate and drastic. She
has her revenge, however, through the
medium of Wallie Torbin. though that
young gentleman also meets with a de
gree of retribution. Publication of the
Oriole is abruptly descontlnued, a fact
which disturbs the two partners leas
Ilian their family suppose*, sine? Flor
ence's brief rule had been tyranr.h-al and
ll.e memory of their humiliation painful.

(panuifuOQ)

That word of any sort had come
from Uncle Joseph was in a measure
reassuring, but the air of perturbation
and gloom was not noticeably re
moved. Tlie general impression might
be summed up in tlie words of his
Bister.
“Nobody knows what that man'll do,
when lie decides to!" Aunt Carrie
6aid nervously. “Letting the poor
child stay up so late! She ought to
be In bed this minute, even if it is
Saturday night. Or else she ought to
be here to listen to her own had little
Cousin trying to put his terrible re'fpjmsibljity on her shoulders,"_____

I
'

with him, and kept talking to lilm un
til he got used to the idea a little!"
Cousin Virginia nodded comprehendingly. “Tes, it might have tided him
over," she said. “He wasn't handsome,
nor impressive, of course, nor anytiling like that, but he always spoke
so nicely to people on the street. I'm
sure lie never harmed even a kitten.
poor soul i“
“I'm sure he never did.” Herbert'*
mother agreed, gently. “Not even a
kitten. I do wonder where he is
how.”

But Aunt Fanny uttered a little cry
; of protest. “I'm afraid we may hear,"
j she said, “any moment!"
And tlie most tragic news of Noble
j Dill these sympathetic women could
i have heard would have surprised them
I little; they had unanimously set their
' expectation in so romantically pessi[ inistic a groove. But if the truth of
. ids wiiereabouts could have been
! made known to them, as they sat thus
together at wliat was developing vir
tually into his wake, with Herbert as
a compulsory participant, they would
have turned tlie session into a riot of
amazement. Noble was in the very
last place (they would have said,
when calmer) where anybody in the
world could have madly dreamed of
looking for him! They would have
been right about It. No one could
have expected to lind Noble tonight
Inside tlie old, four-square brick bouse
of Mr. H. I. Atwater, Senior, chief of
tlie Alwaters and father of the dis
turbing Julia. This was an old man of
rigidly limited sympathies; and his
opinion of Noble Dill had become al
most notorious; here was no bosom of
refuge for a lorn Noble needing sol
ace, nor was his house for any moment
hospitable witli Julia out of it. More
over, Mr. H. I. Atwater, Senior, was
not at present in (lie house; he hail
closed and locked it yesterday, giving
the servants a week’s vacation and
telling them not to return till he sent
for them; and had then gone out of
town to look over a hominy mill he
thought of buying. And yet, as the
tvake went on. there was a light in the
house, and under that light sat Noble
Dill.
Returning home, after Florence had
placed the shattering news within his
hand. Noble hnd changed his shoes
nnd his tie. He was but a mechan
ism ; he hnd no motive. The shoes he
put on were no better than those he
took off; the fresh tie was no lovelier
than tlie one lie hnd worn; nor had it
even the lucidity to be a purple one,
as evidence of grief. No; his action
was, if so viewed, “crazy,” as Aunt
Fanny had culled it. Agitation first
took this form; that was all. Love
and change of dress are closely allied;
nnd In happier times when Noble came
home from work and would see Julia
In the evening ,he usually changed his
clothes. No doubt there is some faint
tracery here, too indistinct to repay
contemplation.

Every-Other-Day

“The North" End Dally Oriole.”
“What In heaven's name Is that?”
“It’s the children's paper, Herbert's
and Florence's, your own niece and
DR. C D. NORTH
nephew, Julia I You don't mean you
To
those
of
delicate
conPhysician
andX -Ray Operatol
deny It, do you, Julia?"
OFFICE. ti Reeeb Strati. ROCKLAND
stitution, young or old,
She was. In great confusion: “Do 1
OFFICt NOURS: Uattl * «. Ok
deny what?”
i:tt ta 1:00 tat 7:0C to t:«t *. to.
“That his name Is Crum!" Noble
TELEPHONE 711
St*
said passionately. "That Ills name Is
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D."
Crum and that he’s a widower and
he's been divorced nnd's got nobody
OMae: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
knows how many children!"
OMaa Haora: l to S aa4 7 to IP. S.
is nourishment and
Julia sought to collect herself. “I
ReeMeaae vatll SAM. aaS ky AaaetetaweS
d< n't know what you’re talking
tonic that builds up
TELEPHONES: Raslduaa, <l-4| Otto*. 14*.
about," she said. “If you mean that
the whole body.
M-tf_________________________ /
I happened to meet a very charming
Scott £ Bowse, Bloomfield, N. J.
man while I was away, and that his
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
--------- ALSO MAKERS OF---------name happened to be Crum, I don't
C, B. 8IL8BY, Surgaao
know why 1 should go to the trouble
of denying It. But if Mr. Crum baa
X-RAY Operator
had the experiences you say he lias.
IS I0MMER STREET, ROGKIUtVB
It Is certainly news to me! I think
TELEPHONE 1CS
(Tablets or Granules)
someone told me he was only twentysix years old.
He looked rather
DR. J. C. HILL
younger."
“You 'think some one told' yon!"
Residence and Office, 2M Main Street
"You
Noble groaned.
“Oh. Julia, Julia! turning her head, nt Noble.
Office Hours:
Rockland, Me,
And here It is. all down in black nnd
10
to
11
A.
M.|
1
to
8
P.
M.f
StotP. M,
white, in my pocket!”
124-tf
“I haven’t the slightest idea what
you’re talking about.” Julia’s tone
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
wns cold, nnd she drew herself up
haughtily, though the gesture was In
7B MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
effective, so far as Noble was c in
vented, In the darkness of the quiver
OMm Haora—Uattl Sa.aLlttoSi7ttSS.sk
“Noblt!” She Said.
Talaakeet 141-1
ing Interior. The quivering stopped
*-tf
Just then, however, ns the taxicab
served Noble, who In return observed
halted before her house.
her not at all, being but semiconscious.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
“Will you come in with me a mo
“Noble!" she said.
ment, please?” Julia said as she got
He stared at her. His elbow sagged
Osteopathic Physician
out. "There are some things I want
away from the window; the whole
)
46
SCHOOL
STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINS
to ask vou^-aud I’ui sure papa hasn't
person of Noble Dill seemed near col
Haun 9:00 A. M. to 4:0* P. M.
route home from downtown yet.
lapse. He shook, and had no voice.
Eraaint, by Apeeiittaraat
Tliere’s no light in the front part of
Ttlaakaaa 323.
1-d
"I Just this minute got off ihe the house."
train," Julia said. "Are you going
There was no light In any other
Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBsatk
away somewhere?"
part of the house, either, as they dis
“No,” he whispered; then obtained covered after abandoning the bell for
Osteopathic Physicians
command of a huskiness somewhat an excursion to the rear. “That’s dis
as UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINS
greater in volume. “I'm just standing heartening to a hungry person," Julia
HOURS: t:00 A. M. TO 4:t* P. M.
here.”
remarked; and then remembered that
tVENINOS A SUN0AYS BY APPOINTMENT
"I told the porter to get me a taxi she had a key to the front door In
TELEPHONE 133
l-tf
cab,” she said, “If you’re going home her purse. She opened the door, and
fnrflinner I'll drop you at your house." lighted a hall luster while Noble
DAVIS & STURM
“I— I’m— I—” His articulation brought In her bags from the steps
Chiropractors
encountered unsurmounlnble difficul where the taxicab driver had left
Palmar School Graduates
ties, but Julia hnd been with him them.
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MAINE
through mnuy such trials aforetime.
"There’s nobody nt home at all,”
Hour,: 2 to 5 P. M Daily;
She said briskly. “I'm awfully hungry Julia said, thoughtfully.
6.30 to 7.30 Munday, Wednesday and Saturday
•
nnd I want to get home. Come on—if
_______
TELEPHONE
C0HNECTI0N
134-d
“No, Nobody," her sad companion
you like.”
agreed, shaking his head. “Nobody at
lie walked waveringly at her side
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
all, Julia. Nobody nt all." Rousing
through the station, nnd followed her
himself, he went back for the golf Julia’s Eyes Grew Dangerous—“The
Diseases of the Eye;
Into the dim Interior of the cab, which
Little Fiends!"
tools, and with n lingering gentleness
became fragrant of violets—an ema
Refractions, Etc.
set them in a corner. Then, dumbly,
nation at once ineffable and poisopous.
seem to feel quite reproachful about
4*7 NAIN 8TREET
he turned to go.
“I’m so glad I happened to run
something," she observed.
Hurt: t ta 12 A. M.i I to 0 P. B.
“Wait, pleuse,” said Julia. "I want
fUwdaaaa,
21 Fultou Street TeL
across you,” she said, as they began
OfNoe Telephone 493-W
to vibrate tremulously in unison with to ask you a few things—especially To be continued—Began October 15.
Back copies can be supplied.
the tierce little engine that drove them. about wliat you've got ‘all down in
DR. F. S. POWERS
“I want to hear all the news. Nobody black nnd white' in your pocket 'Will
you
shut
the
door.
If
you
please,
and
Dentist
knows I'm home. I didn't write or
ORTHODONTIA <strai|btealat Matt)
Kept Young by Love of Music.
telegraph to a soul: and I’ll he a go Into tlie library and turn on the
HARVARD DENTAL COLLES*
lights and wait there while 1 look
Francois Gossec, [xer of any of the GRADUATE
299 MAIN STREET, ROCKLANO
complete surprise to father nnd every over tlie house and see if I can find
Spear Block............ Foot of Part Street
Eighteenth century French composers,
body—I don't know how pleasant a why it's all closed up like this.
Havre: 0 to 12: I u» 5
TEL. 70-11.
worked vigorously and enthusiastical
one! You didn't seem so frightfully
“It’s chilly. The furnace seems to ly at his music to the time of Ids
glad to see me. Noble!”
be off," she said. “I’ll—” But instead death. Even nt seventy-eight, lie had EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
"Am I?" he whispered. "I mean—1 of declaring her intentions, she enact
tl.e freshness of youth not only in his
mean—1 mean: Didn't 1?”
ed them; taking a match from the lit habits, hut also In the music which
I
DENTIST
“No!” she laughed. "You looked— tle white porcelain trough on the man
he wrote.
—
you looked shocked! It couldn't have telpiece and striking It on the heel of
As an instance of how tenaciously
been because 1 looked 111 or anything, her glittering shoe. Then she knelt
he treasured life and tlie Juvenile 407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
because i'ui not; and if 1 were, you before the grate and set the flame to
spirit, when asked to attend the fu
couldn't have told, it, through two excelsior beneath the kindling and
neral of his friend, Mehtil, his jocose JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
veils. Possibly I'd better take your coal. “You mustn't freze," she said,
reply was: “No, excuse me; I should
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
expression as a compliment.” She with a thoughtful kindness that killed
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
be giving Death a hint to take me.” t
paused, then asked hesitatingly, “Shall him.
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
When lie was well past four-score
A little after six o’clock a clanging I?”
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
“I’m Robinson Crusoe, Noble*” she I years, he dally hobbled to tlie Opera
LARGING.
and commotion in the train-shed out
This was the style the Atwaters
side. attending the arrival of a , held Julia responsible for; but they said, when she came back. “I suppose Comlquc. One day he fainted In the (70 Main St. Rockland, M«k
“through express." stirred him from | were mistaken: she was unable to con- I might as well tnke off my furs, street.
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. Pitt.
“Where do you wish to be taken?"
his torpor. He walked heavily across | trol It. She at once went cheerily on: though.” She did so. first unfasten
tlie room to the same ticket-window i "Perhaps uot, as you don’t answer. I ing the great bouquet she wore nnd someone asked, as ills consciousness
GEORGE W. FOSTER
he had blocked before, but there was shouldn't be so bold! Do you sup tossing It upon n table. Noble was returned.
standing close to the table, but moved
Quickly recovering ills usual spirits,
no queue attached to It now. He pose anybody’ll be glad to see me?”
Dealer in Pianos
away from It hurriedly. This revulsion he naively replied. "To the Opera
rested his elbow on the apron and his
“I— I—" He seemed to hope that
chin upon his hand, and for some mo words would come, all in their own she failed to notice; nnd shp went on Comique.”
Fine Tuning
to explain, as she dropped her clonk
ments the clerk waited until he should good time.
75
Cedar
Street. Tel. 572-M
and
stole
upon
a
chair.
“
Papa's
gone
state his wishes. Tills was a new
“Noble!" she cried. “Don't be so
Give Credit to Egyptian.
!_______________________ _____
clerk, who had just relieved tlie other. glum!” And she touched his arm away for at least n week. He’s taken
No one knows who wrote the first
his ulster. It doesn’t make any dif
“Well! Well!" he said at last.
with her muff, a Huffy contact causing
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
ferences what the weather Is, lie never hook, hut tlie claim Is made that the
“I’ll take It now,'- Noble responded, within him a short convulsion, natural
wears his ulster In this town, but world's first great work came from
Attorney at Law
gently.
ly Invisible. "Noble, aren't you going
when he’s going away for a week, or tlie pen of nu Egyptian named Athotes.
“What'll you take now?”
SPECIALTY:
PROBATE PRACTICE
to tell me what’s all the news?”
longer, he always takes It with him, It was a history of his own nation
4*1 MAIN STREET I : ROCKLANO, ME.
“There's—some," he managed to in
"That ticket!"
written in 2112 B. C. The Latins, elee^eae—fl«ee. 4M. Hosts. M3-W. W-«f
except in summer.”
form her. "Some—some news.”
“What ticket?”
“I suppose,” said Noble huskily, “I who excelled in literature long liefore
“What Is It?"
“Thh same one I wanted before,"
suppose
you'll go to some of your any of their neighbors, laid thought
“It’s—-li 's-—”
Noble sighed.
L R. CAMPBELL
aunts or brothers or cousins or some of the publishing business, were gal
“
Never
mind."
she
said
soothingly.
The clerk gave him a piercing look,
lant enoiigli to ascribe tlie inspiration
thing."
glanced out of the window and saw “Get vour breath; I can wait. I hope
Attorney at Law
"No,” she said. “My trunk may to Europa, daughter of Agenor, king
that there were no other clients, then nothing’s wrong In your family,
of Phoenicia, who lived in 1404 B. C.
come
up
from
the
station
almost
any
Spatial
Attaatlaa la Prakata Malian
/
went to a desk at the farther end of Noble."
time, and If I close the house they’ll Just what they wrote under her Influ :7k MAIN STREET !
s ROCKLAND. MR
“
No
—
oh,
no.
”
his compartment, and took up some
ence In those days Is not recorded. It
“It Isn't Just my turning np un take It back. The servants are hav
clerical work he had In hand.
ing a holiday, not expecting me Is certain that Cadmus brought Phoe
Noble leaned upon the apron of the expectedly that's upset you so, of back."
EDWARD K. GOULD
nician letters Into Greece In 1483 B. C.,
course.
”
she
dared
to
say.
“
Naturally.
window, waiting; and If he thought
“You needn't bother about that nnd there, is enough evidence of pub
1
know
better
than
to
think
such
a
nnything. he thought the man was
Attorney at Law
lished books during these early days
Julia. I’ll look after it."
thing as that."
serving him.
to lead one to the conclusion ttiat writ
“
How?"
“Oh, Julia!" he said. “Oh, Julia!"
The high, resonant room became
"I could sit on the porch till It ing as a business or an art dates hack tORMEB TILLSON AVt. ooO MAI* BTSCIT
“What Is It. Noble?”
clamorous with voices and with the
came,” he said. “I’d tell ’em you Into tlie earlier era of Egyptian and
“
Noth
—
ing,
”
he
murmured,
disjoint

mingling echoes of footsteps on the
wanted 'em to leave it." He paused I 'li oenician civil iza tlon.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
tiled floor, as passengers from the ex ing the word with a gulp.
painfully.
“I could wait out on the
"How odd you happened to be there
press hurried to the street, or more
porch with It, to see that It was safe,
Insurance
1
gaily straggled through, shouting to at the station,” she said; “just when until you came back tomorrow morn
Dsaaiatar to A. J. Erttlat * Do.
friends who came to greet them; and my_ train came in! You're sure yon ing."
I
among these moving groups there weren't going away anywhere?"
MI MAIN STREET I I I NOOKLAND. MAW*
She looked full at him. and he plain
“No; oh, no."
Your* for
walked a youthful fine lady noticeably
tively endured the examination.
She
was
thoughtful,
then
laughed
the asking
enlivening to the dullest eye. She was
“Noble!” She had undoubtedly a
preceded by a brisk porter who car confidentially. “You're the only per
—
Send for
moment's shame that any creature
ried two traveling hags of a rich sort, son hi town that knows I'm home.
It TODAY!
should come to such a pasa for her
Noble."
as well as a sack of Implements for
sake. “What lovely nonsense!” she
“I'm glad,” he said, humbly.
If you suffer
the game of golf; and she was warm
She laughed again. “I came all of said; nnd sat upon a stool before the
from Pile*
in dark furs, against which the vasty
a sudden—on an Impulse. It's a little crackling fire. “Do sit down, Noble—
clump of violets she wore showed
Idiotic. I’ll tell you about It, Noble. unless your dinner will be waiting for
dewy gloamings of blue.
1
IEGULATION PIZB WITH NAMB
You see, ten or twelve days ago I you at home?”
At sight of Noble Dill, more than
AND ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
wrote the family a more or less indis
“
No,
”
he
murmured.
“
They
never
for
PILES
pensive at the ticket-window, she hesi
NET WEIGHT, IN AGGORDaNCS
creet letter. That Is, I told them wait for me. Don't you want me to
tated, then stopped nnd observed him.
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
something I wanted them to he dis look after your trunk?"
Here was a coincidence, in u mild
creet uhout, nnd, of course, when I got
"Not by sitting up ail night with It
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THE
shouted. "With a man named Crum!" to find out whnt you meant in the tax
event she was quite conscious of the
“What I" she cried.
COURIERicab
before
I
do
anything
else."
stir which her passage through the
“Crum!” Noble insisted. "That's
"What I meant in the taxicab?” he
throng created.
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WEST ROCKPORT

Union Church Circle will hold Its
regular meeting at the G. A. R. rooms
Thursday, Nov. 17, as the church ves
try Is undergoing repairs. Comforters
will be knotted in the afternoon, and
supper will be served at 5.30.
Mrs, Bthelyn Trefrey returned Thurs
day from Camden where she spent the
summer.
A. E. Libby returned from Portland
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fifleld returned
Friday from Boston. Enroute they
visited their son Walker and daughter
Doris at the University of Maine.
Mrs. T.‘ E. Libby left Friday for
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Delano and
daughter Phyllis of Bath have arrived
and will spend the winter in town.
Mrs. Charles Dutton of Augusta is
the guest of relatives in town.
The Naomis with their Sunday
School teacher Mrs. Vaughn Johnson,
met with Marguerite Young at their
last meeting.
The members are:
Evelyn Chilles, Thelma Mullen, Gladys
Hutchinson, Kathleen Gilchrist, Edythe
Libby, Margaret Conway, Flora Smith,
Marguerite Young and Virginia Black.
Refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams of North
Haven were in town Friday to attend
the Armistice ball and fair.
Mrs. Orrin Ames returned Thursday
from several weeks’ visit with rela
tives in Boston and vicinity.
Frank Huntress of Boston is in town.
The public schools and library arc
closed owning to the prevalence of
scarlet fever.
The blowing of whistles at the noon
hour on Armistice Day marked the an
niversary of the war’s end, by observ
ing a two minutes’ silence and cessa
tion from work. At 2 o’clock the
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs
Post
of
American Legion held a fair in Mem
orial hall. Those in charge of the
several tables were: Cake table, Mrs.
Alston Roberts, Mrs. Sidney Winslow,
Mrs. Clinton Teal; novelties, Ambrose
Peterson and Mrs. Alfred Creed; candy,
Muriel Black, Mrs. Ralph Brown.
Mrs. George Headley; groceries, Ray
Knowlton; fancy work and aprons,
Mrs. E. S. Roberts, Mrs. Daniel Gross;
quilts and rugs, Ralph Brown, Joseph
Headley, Bruce (Jrindle; grab bag,
Vaughn Johnson. The hall was deco
rated in a very appropriate manner
with flags and evergreens. During
the fair, Victrola music was played
by Mrs. Vaughn Johnson. Mrs. Wil
bur Coombs drew the lucky numbers
for the hat and rug. Maynard Green,
the thermos bottle, candy, Willis
Robbins and Almon Miller; quilt, Ar
thur Arey. At 8 o’clock a concert and
ball were held In Memorial hall with
music by the ArionOrchestra of 12
pieces. The following short program
was given before the ball: "Tenting
Tonight," by ladies’ trio, Albra Vinal
Smith, Blanche Hamilton, Dora Vinal
Boman: solo, "The Americans Come"
by Albra Vinal Smith;
reading,
“Borrowing a Collar” and “The Little
Feller” by Miss Evelyn Manson;
baritone solo, "Dawning” and "The
Sunshine of Your Smile" by Harry
Coombs. The lucky ticket for the
gold watch was drawn by Gust Saranto. About $250 was netted. Ladies’
prize of a manicure set has not been
claimed, the number being 89.

State Missionary’ Fletcher held a
very Interesting meeting in the church
vestry Friday evening.
Mrs. Lucy Andrews of Camden is
spending a few days with Mrs. Henry
Fogler.
Miss Kate Dunbar of South Hope
was a recent guest of her sister, Mrs.
A. A. Clark.
Mrs. Anna Clark returned to her
home in Camden Saturday after a short
visit with Mrs. Nellie Lamson.
The mission circle will meet with
Mrs. Emma Leach Nov. 17. A special
paper on very interesting subjects will
be read during the meeting All inter
ested are cordially invited.
Arthur Clark has purchased a fine
heifer of Rockland parties
Mrs. J. F. Ileald and daughter Mil
dred called on relatives in Camden Sat
urday.
Mrs. T. J. Carroll and Mrs. M. J.
Oxton attended quarterly meeting in
Appleton Nov. 2.
Mrs. Maurice Conant and daughter
Gladys attended services in the Advent
chapel Saturday afternoon.
Mt. Pleasant Grange Fair and Sup
per will be held Friday, Nov. 18. All
kinds of useful articles will be on sale,
also vegetables and home made candy.
A mock installation will be of interest.
All members not solicited during the
week please bring articles for. sale or
food for the supper.
W. D. Heald and son Douglas of
Camden, visited relatives in town Sun
day.

NORTH HAVEN
The North Haven Musical Club will
present a musical entertainment Mon
day Nov. 28. The proceeds will be
given to the new Pythian Home.
Everyone Is cordially invited to at
tend. Popular prices. Tickets will be
sold by the school children the week
beginning Nov. 21.
Nearly 20 members of the Get-to
gether Club met last Friday afternoon
with Mrs. Willis Wltherspon. Several
popular songs were sung with Mrs.
Ladd at the piano. Blouses were made
for the Children’s Home of Augusta.
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Witherspoon. All report a very pleas
ant afternoon.
Miss Mary Wood spent the weekend
with her parents in Stonington.
Mrs. Flora Whitmore visited Friday
and Saturday with her sons Harry and
D. A. Whitmore.
Mias May Greenlaw returned Mon
day from Deer Isle where she has been
making a short visit with relatives.
Miss Edith Beverage came home
Friday for a short visit with her
mother, Mrs. Ruth Beverage.

LOWER SUNSET
Miss Helen Ogier and friend who
has been visiting her uncle L. J. Small,
returned to her home In Camden.
Greeley Small called on his brother,
Lewis Small, Wednesday.
Miss Bina M. Small, who has been
employed by Mrs. James Holland, re
turned home Wednesday.
G. W. Davis has gone to his mill at
Toddy pond.
Mr. and Mrs. William Raynes, who
have spent the summer in Boston, re
turned home a few weeks ago.
Mrs. William Powers was in Ston
ington on business Monday.
Ralph Barter of Sunshine called on
friends here recently.
Fred Gross called on Clyde Small
Wednesday evening.
Miss Verna M. Small, who has been
employed by Mrs. Willis Snowden, ar
rived home Tuesday.

The Quiet Hour
When the day’s activities are over what
is more restful and enjoyable than an
hour spent with your favorite author,
forgetting your cares and trials, and
living with his characters the interest
ing and thrilling happenings of their
varied lives?

TENANT'S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rawley and
sons Clarence and Harlen and Miss
Eva Torrey attended the pictures in
Rockland Tuesday evening.
Warren Lodge of Odd Fellows
visited St. George Lodge of this place
Saturday evening and worked a de
gree. about 50 guests being present.
Picnic supper was served.
Mrs. Fred Howard who has been Hl
is much improved.
Thanksgiving night Puritan Rebekah
lodge will have work when four candi
dates will be initiated to membership.
Supper will be served and all members
are requested to be present.
Charles Wheeler left Thursday for
the South where he has gone for a
much needed vacation.
Puritan Rebekah lodge will hold a
dance in Odd Fellow's hall Thanks
giving evening with good music.
Everybody come. Light refreshments.
Edw. Wheeler is clerking in C. E.
Wheeler’s store during Mr. Wheeler’s
absence.
Mrs. Lucy Clark has been a guest of
her daughter, Mrs. Manford Humph
rey.

Every issue of Tbe Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State in the Union and to
many foreign lands
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Green Considered Unlucky, and White
and Blue, as Mourning Symbol,
Are to Be Avoided.

MARY GRAHAM BC
—— ■ - corraiMtT viumn mvvcii unimi .

THE SURPRISE PACKAGES.

Now Malialia Marshall and the Fairy
Wondrous Secrets went off on their
trip together. Tlie Fairy Woudtous
Secrets had told Mahalia that she was
going to call on tlie Dreamland King
and that then they would he aide to
see the packages which were being
wrapped up to send to the children.
Malialia was very much excited as
she hoped she would have some won
derful surprise packages, too.
She had told the Fairy Wondrous
Secrets that she was very cross be
cause she always had hand-me-down
dresses from her sister nnd old toys,
and was poor and unhappy.
In fact, she had told the Fairy Won
drous Secrets a very sad account of
herself.
So the Fairy Wondrous Secrets told
her she might have some of the sur
prise packages herself.
“Oil, wonderful!” shouted Mnlinlin.
Do you suppose I could have a doll
that walks nnd talks und never, never
be scolded?”
“I wouldn’t be surprised," said the
Fairy Wondrous Secrets, “Here, get
on my back, and we'll fly along. I’ve
some Wondrous, Wings I use when in a
hurry."
So Malinlla got on the back of the
Fairy Wondrous Secrets and first they
went right through tlie hole in the
wall by Ihe bed. Further and further
In they went until they came to a
grixit place where a man with a smil
ing face sat on top of a cloud which
said, “Sleepy Time Cloud.”
“See," he said to tlie Fairy Won
drous Secrets, “you’re just in time.
They’re almost all asleep now," Malia
lia took a peep through a great spy
glass and she could see into hundreds
of homes where boys and girls were
closing their eyes nnd going off to

Useful Bird Owned by English Hotel
Properietresa—How King’s Pet
Saved Royal Property.

Globe -Wernicke
Sectional Bookcases
Today Sectional Bookcases are recognized as
standard—and three-fourths of all the sec
tional cases in use are Globe-Wernicke. That
denotes preference, superior design and work
manship, and creates the greatest re-sale
value. And three-fourths cf the public are
most likely right.
Sectional construction enables you to build
the Globe-Wernicke cases around windows, in
corners, beside fire-places, wherever artistic
taste and convenience may dictate. Our
catalog illustrates many artistic arrangements
and gives full information. It’s yours for the
asking.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
361 Main St., Rockland, Me.
We are sole agents for the famous GLENWOOD
RANGES and PIPELESS FURNACES.

Courteous

salesmen will help you in every possible way to make

the beet selections.

MANY BIRDS AVOID IRELAND

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Species That Are Common In England
Are Not to Be Found in the
Emerald Isle.
One of the curious features of wild
life in Ireland is the absence of some
of the birds best known In England.
The nightingale, for Instance, is never
found In Ireland, while the woodwarhler, the redstart, all the species
of woodpecker, tlie wryneck, tlie nut
hatch and several other kinds are so
rare that they are unknown to the
great majority of the people. There
seems to he no very obvious reason
for the absence of these birds. It may.
perhaps, be found In the lines of mi
gration along which the birds travel,
for most of those mentioned above are
not resident In Britain all the year.
But It is certainly strange that such
a bird, for instance, as the common
whitethroat, should thrive everywhere
In Ireland, while the lesser variety la
unknown, and that while the willow
warbler Is one of tlie commonest of
summer birds its larger relative, tlie
wood warbler, Is found in only a few
places and in very few numbers. Ire
land can only boast of one bird, the
hooded crow, which is not a regular
visitor in the neighboring island.—
Christian Science Monitor.

HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. John Marrlner and two
children visited his mother, Mrs. Ellon
Marriner, in Lincolnville Sunday.
AH of our sportsmen have been
scanning the snow covered ground for
deer tracks. Fred Kimball and Loring
Athearn are the lucky ones.
Fred Trask motored to Portland and
returned Saturday with his wife and
daughter Mabel. Mabel is much Im
proved by an operation.
Ephraim Baird has gone to North
Haven for a two weeks’ visit with his
brother Harry.
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope is
with Mrs. Fred Norwood for two
weeks.

COLORS DISLIKED IN CHINA

PARROT GIVES POLICE CALL

The proprietress of a hotel In Hert
fordshire owns n parrot whieh she lias
trained to whistle In exact imitation of
a police whistle, London Answers
states.
The bird’s accomplishment has come
in handy on more than one occasion
when rowdy customers have started
to make a disturbance.
To King George belongs a parrot
which on one occasion saved York
cottage from being burgled. The royal
family were at dinner, when suddenly
loud cries were heard coming from an
upper room where the bird was kept.
“Look out!” it screamed. “Look out!
Look out!’’
A hurried rush upstairs resulted In
the discovery ttiat one of the bedroom
windows hnd been forced open, the
burglars having secured access to it
hy means of a ladder brought from
neighboring outhouse. On the ntarm
being raised by the parrot they prompt
ly bolted.
Parrots, however, ore not invariably
on the side of the police. Frank Woodstock, the famous “king of the coiners,
evaded arrest for years owing to one
he possessed.
His •’mint" was situated at the hot
tom of a blind alley in the borough
and the bird, whose cage was placed
In such a position that It commanded
the entrance to the court, had been
trained to give instant warning of the
approach of strangers.

Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Mo
When the children start a game, they “count out" to see who
shall be “it." It' s merely a process of elimination for making a
choice.

WhA you buy goods through a mail order catalog you do
much the same thing. There are often several items of the same
clast grouped on a page. You don't want this one because of
•uch and such a feature. You reject that one because it lacks
so-and-so. And when you have inspected all the pictures and
read all the descriptions and eliminated those with objectionable
features you finally take what's left

The Perils of Westchester.
Wild deer are frequently seen around
here, causing a certain amount of un
easines to timid mothers ns to the
safety of their children. 'Taint nec
essury to worry, Indies, as tlie nninials
are absolutely harmless. A wild dear
driving an auto on the public high
way Is much more to be dreaded.—
North Castle Sun.

If you could have seen the articles themselves, you might have
found that one of the others would have suited your needs
better. Thats's why it pays to trade where you can see before
you buy.

TRADE AT HOME
Support- the TovJn that SupportsYou

J
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“Mahalia Took a Peep.”
sleep. “There,” the Dreamland King
said, “they’re coming to meet me."
And Malialia saw llie boys and the
girls getting out of lied and perching
themselves on clouds and on stars nnd
on the branches of trees and they
were swaying to and fro and singing:

Green, which is thought to be un
lucky, is much disliked in China and
a recent English consular report
wurns merchants against packing
goods in green paper. White and
blue wrappings ure equally to tie
avoided, for in China they are tlie
mourning colors. The report points
out that English pins packed In blue
paper proved to lie unsaleable, while
much Inferior German pins put up In
red paper were snapped up at once.
Red is the color of good fortune
among the Chinese. Iirown is liked,
if it possesses a reddish shade; so
are • the brighter tints of pink. Car
pets and curtains should possess a
yellow ground, which is on extremely
popular color in botli China an,' Korea
as well as Japan. Purple, too, Is
liked, nnd gold is tlie imperial color.
While yellow is so popular in China,
it is hy no means wise to use it in
Japan. There yellow, or rntlier saf
fron, is the color of the robes of the
Sadliu caste of Hindus, who are no
torious sedition mongers. Dressed in
(lowing saffron robes, a number of
mendicants of the Sadliu caste have
been recently moving nil over India,
preaching sedition. At Dlnnpur two
of these men were caught In a bar
rack room, preaching mutiny to the
native troops, and were promptly ar
rested. Upon them were found se
ditious letters written upon silk of
tlie same color us tlieir garments. The
Sadliu yellow kis supposed to repre
sent tlie combined color of snn and
sky, nnd in India is as much the color
of rebellion ns the red flag in Europe.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for
nugusta, A 57.00 a. m.. t7 30 a m 11.»5 p in.
Bangor. A §7.03 a. m . t7 33 a m . tl Up in.
Bath. A 57.00 a. m., 17.30 a. la . 11.1» p rn.;
A54 30p m.
Boston . A 17.00a. m.. 17.30a m . ti.4.5 p nr
Brunswick, A67.00a m.. 17.30 a in.. 14 > p m
LewiifcOt*. A57.00a.m . f7.30 a. m., fl.l.jp. m
New York. tl.i5p.rn.
Po.tlanl. A57.00 a. m.. t7.33 a. ni . tl I5p m
Waterville, A|7.00a m , t730a. in, tlt.ip m.
Woolwich. 57.00 a. m., f7.30 u. in . |1 •!•'» P m {1.30 p. ru.
t Daily, except Sunday
{ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.

D. C. DOUGLASS.
9-25-21 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr.

M. L. HARRIS.
Gcn'l Passenger Agt.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANCOR LINE
FALL SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 8 p m , for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
and Frida vs a! 5 p m.
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a m., Camden 5 4.3 a m , Bel
fast 7 15 a. nr, Bucksport 9 a. ir*.. Winterport
9.30 a nr. due Bangor 10 a m
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 2 p m, Winterport 2.45 p m.,
Bucksport 3 30 p nr, Belfast 5 p nr, Camden
6 15 p. ni , Rockland 8 p m., due Boston fol
lowing morning about 7 a nr.
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
Bar Harbor Line—Bluehill Line
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a nr for Bar Harbor, Bluehill
and way landings
Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1 p. nr, Bluehill
12.30 p. ni . Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
days for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection is made with the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York via the Cape Cod Canal.
F. S. SHERMAN, Supt
R S SHERMAN, Agt.
Rockland
Rockland

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT AND
SWAN’S ISLAND
Winter Arrangement

BUDAPEST GRAND OLD CITY
Hungarian Capital Has Many Beauti
ful Buildings and Its Surroundings
Are Charming to the Eye.
Although the Hungarian cnpltal is
best known ns Budapest, the I’estli
quarter of the city Is by far the
most Important nnd old Buila Is only
a small section across the Danube,
on the right hank. Tlie castle is
also situated on the same side of
tlie river and from tlie palace grounds
•lie has a fine birdseye view of the
handsome city, with tlie line Gothic
Parliament building to llie left and
St. Stephen's church, whose dome
matches in height tlie dome of Ihe
Parliament building, the most promi
nent feature in tlie close-packed city
beyond the busy Danube,
The people of Budapest love pleas
ure and for miles along the river there
are bathing places where young nnd
old inass on the sands or paddle about
in graceful canoes. Across from Pesth
rise rounded hills dotted with small
villages nnd summer vlllagqs from
which one has lovely views of the
teeming city, the wide plain, and the
winding river.
Reactionary ns much of the senti
ment of'Budapest Is, it has an unusual
number of monuments to Hungary's
revolutionary and liberal lenders and
many of the streets have been named
after those whose fame came through
fighting oppression.—National Geo
graphic Magazine.

“We're off to Dreamland to meet the
Kins,
Secrets for us in his arms he will bring.
He'll take ua on wonderful Journeys, too.
Yes. he'll take both me and you."

Women Disregard Suffrage.
Suffrage still seems a long way off
for women of Ihe South Amerlcnn
The Fairy Wondrous Secrets handed countries, hut the subject Is at least
her packages to tlie Dreamland King regarded with Indulgence in Argen
and he wns off, singing ns lie went: tina. An Informal election for city
officials was conducted by the women
"I'm the Dreamland King, so gay.
If you mme with me, there's nothing of Buenos Aires witli the permission
to pay.
of the government.
Following the
Just meet me In Dreamland, in the very
history of tlie movement In all coun
center.
And your smile is your payment as you tries tlie interest of llie women them
enter.”
selves is hard to arouse in the Ar
"Now, we must be off,” said the gentine, hut four thousand voting nt
this election, although the city lias at
Fairy Wondrous Secrets.
MnhaJia again climbed on the hack least three hundred thousand women.
of the Fairy Wondrous Secrets nnd The pioneer woman suffragist of the
they seemed to be going down and Argentine, Senora Lopez-Nelson, and
the group of women of which she is
down and down.
"Many secrets are hidden from mor tlie head, have succeeded In securing
tal eyes,” said the Fairy, “anil so we widespread discussion of the subject
have to go far down to see what they 1 and now tire concentrating tlieir ef
forts toward arousing the interest of
are.”
Mahalia was becoming more and women in a bill to amend the consti
tution providing for universal suf
more excited.
Pretty soon they reached a grent frage, which will be presented at the
and enormous place where ail around next national congress.
were toys nnd gnnies and boxes tied |
Fruit From South Africa.
up with ribbons, and keys, ' which
Fruits from South Africa are the
were all marked, nnd beautiful fairies !
latest novelty In the New York city
were working over them.
Some of them said: “This key will food markets. Not only do the Afri
open the heart of Charles and he'll can fruits appeal to the palate of those
give his sister Mimi a pencil box for who long for peaches, plums nnd mel
her birthday, which he knows she ons of summer time, hut they are a de
wants,” and “This key will open the light to the eye. Strange crosses of
heart of the mother of Lillian and peaches and plums and apples have
she will ask Lillian's three little resulted in colors of deep red splashed
friends for supper on the night of her with yellow In odd shapes that are
unfamiliar to most of us. The fruits
birthday.’’ And so on and so on.
are all carefully selected nnd packed
“There are many keys, too, which
in excelsior. They come under re-'
unlock secrets here,” said tlie Fairy
frlgeralion, mostly by way of Eng
Wondrous Secrets. “There lire se
land, llie trip taking a minimum of
crets we haven’t taken out anil done
four weeks.—Scientific American.
up in packages even though my fairy i
helpers are working all the time. We'll
STATE OF MAINE
never, never get to tlie end of the se
crets and tlie surprise packages and
Treasurer's Office
all of tlie good tilings we have in
Augusta, Maine. November 7, 1921.
store. Look about you, Malialia. Any
,
pursuant to Chap. 10. Sec 4*1 of tlie Revised
secret you see or any surprise puck- : statutes, l will sell and convey by deed to the
age you see you may have, Wander ' highest bidder, at the Treasurer of State’s Of
fice at Augusta, on the twenty-ninth day of
at your will!"
] November next, at 2 30 o’clock I’. M , ail the
of tlie State in tlie tracts of land here
Tlie Fairy Wondrous Secrets begun i interest
inafter described, lying in unincorporated town
doing up packages—many. many, ships, said tracts having been forfeited to the
for non-payment of State, County, and
packages. Malialia watched her from | State
Forestry District Taxes, certified to the Treas
time to time s she wandered about i urer of Jftate for the year 1919. The sale and
of each tract will lie made subject
the great, grent rooms so far, far down conveyance
to a right in ttie owner or part owner whose
from Mnballa's bedroom, which she rights have been forfeited, to redeem the same
had left so short a time before hy the 1 at any time within one year after the sale, by
........
..
i paying or tendering to the purchaser Ills porway (if tho hole i^ tlio wall. One time ,|nn „f whnt the purchaser paid therefor at the
she saw llie very tiling she thought she ; »»le wllh interest al Ihe rale of twenty per rent
‘
per annum, from the time of the sale, and one
Wanted.
' dollar for release, or such owner may redeem
“I'U have that great, big package,” his Interest by paving as aforesaid to the

,
, ,
,,
itv......i',.i ... I Treasurer of Stale as provided in Chap. 19
she cried gaily and it .was handtd to. j$e(. j.; of the Revised statutes
t
|
No tract, however, will lie sold at a price
____ ________________________________________ j less than the full amount due thereon for such
,
unpaid State. County and Forestry District
Voids otop QUICK.
Tuxes, interest and costs, as described In the
i following schedule:

her.

Breaks up a cold in six hours; noth
KNOX COUNTY
ing gives quicker relief in coughs and j
Cnpald Amount
Wealth From Alaska.
colds than Hyomei. Goes right to the
The mining industry in Alaska, spot and kills the germs. Money back I rAJ„. IgLANn Said island
reputed to be owned by tbe
which begun in 1880, when the gold if it fails. All druggifets.—adv.
estate of S M Bird, et ala.
placers at Juueau were first exploited
and contains one acre, more
or less ............................. (1) All
1 33
lias produced more than $41S.tkMI.iFHI
HEWETT'S ISLAND Said is
worth of gold, silver, copper, tin
BE A
BOOSTER!
land Is reputed to be owned
by the McLonn heirs and
tungsten, antimony, coat, petroleum
TRADE AT
HOME!
contains one hundred acres,
marble, gypsum, chromites, platinum
TAKE THE HOME PAPER!
■on or less ................ (1M) All
7 17
W L BONNEY.
and palladium.
Nor. 8, l’», 22
Treasurer of State.

(Subject to change without notice)

IN EFFECT 1.30 P. M. MONDAY. OCT. 3IST.
1921

Leaves Kwan's Islard dally except Sundays
at 5.30 A M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P M., for
Vinalharen, N »rtb HsUE, Stonington, and
Swan's Island.
W 8 WHITE,
General Manager

STEAMER CASTINE
will resume Winter Service on the
Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast
line
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
and will run as fellows, wind and
weather permitting:
Leave Camden at 8 o'clock a. m. or on
arrival of electric car from Rockland. Leave
West Islesboro at 9 10 a. in , arriving Belfast
10.10 a. in
Returning--Leave Belfast 1 3ft p rn for
above landing*, arriving Camden at 3 45 p in
This boat makes connection at Belfast with
noon train for Bangor, also with Steamer Goldenrod for Castine and West Brooksville and
stage* for Searsport and all other towns out
side nt' lied is*.
Come and enjoy our warm cabins. Fare $1 25
to Belfast.
COOMBS BROS., MANAGERS ...129tf

FLORIDA
BY SEA
Two Sailing* Weekly
Tueadava and Saturdays, 3 P. M.

Boston to Savannah
First Class Passenger Fares, Boston

$67.24

$36.65
To St. Petersburg

$51.28
$95.25

Round
Trip

To Jacksonville

$42.82
Rr;;nPd $78.33

Including meats and stateroom
accommodations

War Tax a* additional

Pier 42, Hooiac Tunocl Docks, Boston

Tu Th 12Gtf
STATE OF MAINE

County of Knox, sa
To the Honorable Justice of Ihe Supreme Ju
dicial Court, next to he held at Rockland,
within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January, 1922
Florence A Johnson of Mntlnlcus In the
County of Knox, and State of Maine, wife of
John Alex Johnson, whose residence la unknown
and cannot he aaeertained by reasonable dil
igence ; respectfully represents: that her maiden
r ame was Florence A Simmons, that she was
lawfully married to the said John Alex John
son at Cambridge. Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts on the 27th day of September. 1900;
that they lived together as husband, and wife
at said Cambridge from the time of their said
marriage until March, 1901 : that your libelant
has resided continuously In good faith at Ma
tlnlcus in said Knox County since 1913. being
more than one year prior to the commencement
of these proceedings; that your libelant has
always conducted herself towards her said
husband as a faithful, true and affectionate
wife; that in March, 1901, the said John Alex
Johnson utterly descried your libelant with
out cause and went to parts unknown to her,
since which time she lias never seen or heard
from him, or received from him any support:
that said utter desertion has continued for
three consecutive years prior to the filing of
this libel. That his residence Is unknown t»»
your libellant and cannot bi' ascertained bi
reasonable diligence, that there Is no collusion
between your libelant and the said John Altx

Johnson to obtain a divorce

Wherefore she prays that a divorce may he
decreed between lier and the said John Alex
Johnson for the cause above set forth
FLORENCE A JOHNSON
STATE OF MAINE

November 7. 19S1

ss

knox.

Personally appeared the above named Flor
ence A Johnson, and made oath that the above

libel by her subscribed la true.
Before me,

EDWARD K. GOULD.
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court, In
Vacation.
Rockland. Nov 7. A. D 1921
I’pon the foregoing Libel, Ordered., That the
Libellant give notice to said John Alex John
son to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Court, to be holden at Rockland, within and
for the County of Knox, on the second Tues
day of January, A D 1922, hy publishing an
attested cbpy of said Libel, and this order there-

-in. tine.’ weeks raceeMlrely in The Courier

Gazette, a newspaper printed in Rockland, in
said County of Knox, the last publication to he
thirty days at least prior to said second Tues
day of January next, that he may there and
then in our said court apjiear and show cause
, If any lie have, why the prayer of said Libel
lant should not be granted.
A M SPEAR,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Court, thereon.

IL8]

MILTON M GRIFFIN, Clerk
132T138,

Attest:

Estate of Cassie F. Conant
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
October 18, 1921. he was duly appointed exec
utor of the last will and testament of Cassie
F Conant, late of Friendship, in the County
of Knox, deceased and on November 1. was
qualified to till said trust hy giving bond as
tiif law direr ta
AU persons having demands against the es
tate. are desired to present the same for set
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are required
t<> m.iki payment Im n< I
■. o ■'
u to Bed
ne.v I. Thompson of Rockland, Maine, my
legally ap|H*inted Agent for Maine.
R ELLSWORTH SPEAR.
8 Stone hurst St , Dorchester, Mass
November I. 1921
Nov. 15 22-29

A. C MOORE
|

PIANO TUNER

I---------------------------Wltk tk« Maias Matta Caagaai

'dockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 15,
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Every-Other-Day

gCCegjgiMese iSWSeS *&«««

THANKSGIVING SUGGESTIONS

Are You Trying To Come Back?Aod Y?"r,.Sl‘>ni,“Jl Reb*1*

Mrs. S. H. Allen and Mrs. Lucy I
*r«bey close their home tomorrow for
the winter. They have token their old
apartment at tiie Savoy Hotel, 430
order to build up your health you must get your stomach in good condition.
\\j<) We have the largest assortment of Kitchen Utensils for
Columbus avenue. Boston.
To
do this you will need to be careful of your diet and take PRIEST’S INDI
Mr. and Mrs. diaries Frost enter
Thanksgiving at popular prices in Knox County.
GESTION POWDER for sour stomach, sick headache, dizziness, palpitation
tained friepds last evening at their '7
home on Beechwood street, the guests
of the heart and other stomach ills. It is a good medicine to have in the house.
STRAINERS
DOUBLE ROASTERS
being: Mr. and .Mrs. Charles Melnnes
of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cottam,
PRESERVE KETTLES
DINNER WARE
Large hospital size bottles, $1.50; regular sized bottles, 50c—by mail, $1.56, 52 cents.
Thomas Hunker. Mrs. Ernest Bunker.
FLOUR SIFTERS
MIXING BOWLS
Samples sent free to any address.
Charles MeDotna’d, Miss Abide Mc
GLASSWARE
BAKING PANS
Donald and Andr< w Stone. Tiie en
Bought at all drug stores 25c, or sent
BREAD BOXES
OVEN GLASS
tertainment being selections on the
Use PRIEST’S REGULATORS- An Ideal Tonic Laxative
direct, price 26 cents a bottle.
Victnolo.
ALUMINUM WARE
PIE PLATES
COLANDERS
Thursday aft. rnoon and evening
PRIESTS PHARMACY, Bangor, Me.
Everything to cook your Thanksgiving dinner in. Call and look our
there will be spee.ial Bible lectures at
Realistic.
line over and see our big window display of the above items.
the Baptist church, conducted by Rev.
He—1 had a realistic dream last
AI. E. Bartholomew ot Portland. These Jl
Please send me free sample of PRIEST’S INDIGESTION
night.
lectures are some of the fundamental
POWDER,
and 1 will give it a trial.
Site—Indeed ■ What was It?
principles of the Bible and we cordially
— '•
• ’
»I
invite the public to attend.
•’Oh, 1 dreamed 1 proposed to yon
THOMASTON, ME.
135-138
Don’t forget Kelley’s orchestra to
auil you turned me over to your fa
Name
...............................
Address
.
.>
............................
lW\
night at the Armory. Good music and
a'/
ther."
•
u good time.
“Yes, yes; bu*1 what did father
Mrs. E. P. Starrett left Saturday
say?”
morning for Boston for a week's visit.
‘‘Oh, I don't know. I only know
Mr. and Mis. Charles Creighton left
STILL LIVING IN HOPES
FRIENDSHIP
I woke up au<l found myself on the
town Saturday for a few days trip to
floor."
Boston.
A North Edirecomb corretqtondent of
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Iaiwry have
A Mustard and Turpentine Ointmsnt
Mrs. Elian Hall and Miss Rose Giles
Tho Courier-Gazette objects to the ' gone on a trip to Boston.
of Portland arrived in town Saturday
many complaints about the bad piece
The Fatal Metaphor.
The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs. for Congestion, Achee, Pains arid In
and will be guests for several weeks
The young nan o^ta telling hi. of road in that town and says it is no Mamie Wineapaw last Wednesday and flammation. At ail Druggists. Price
of Mrs. Charles JifsWa shbum.
sweetheart how he had been attracted worse than a piece in Camden. This enjoyed a very pleasant afternoon. 26c, to any address.
PRIEST DRUG CO..Bangor. Me.
Miss Mildred I. Smith entertained a
doubtless refers lo the road between Refreshments were served.
to her.
party cf 12 friends in honor of her 12th
Camden and Rockport than which there
Mrsfl. Geneva Brown and son Ches
“
You
were
a
lovely
flower
and
I
waa
birthday Saturday afternoon. A pea
are few worse. The State Highway
a bee," he explained to her. "I waa Commission has been a long time get- ter are home after a week's visit with
nut hunt was much enjoyed. Refreshher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
EVER
a mouse and you were a piece of
nycnts were served.
ng at tiie Camden-Rockport'road, but Bennett, at Waldoboro.
Miss Vent Moore is the guest of her
they informed Selectman Rowers of
cheese."
•
Melvin Lawry, Mrs. Lawry and Mrs,
Advertisements In this column not to exceed
Delivered
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High School Notes—Chautauqua?
Little May (to younger brother))
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Of course we’re all going, and of spirit of Armistice Day was carried mission; also forming a thick hard icy
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nd May pullers One Boston Musical Cornet
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In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department especial
ly desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall 01
telephone will be gladly reeelred.
TELEPHONE ........................................... »»
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Invitations have boon Issued for ft
luncheon to be given at Hotel Roekand at I o’clock next Saturday by
Mrs. F. M. Shaw, Mrs. C. A. Rose.
Mrs. J. O. Stevens and Mrs. E. I..
Brown. Auction will follow at 55
Summer street.

The Standard Bearers Society will
meet with Miss Frances Tweedle
Thursday evening.
Wells T. Clark underwent a surgical
operation on one of his knees at Knox
Hospital. Drs. Fogg and. North were
the attending physicians
Air Claik
is at his home on Swectland street con
valescing.
George I,. Hall and sister. Miss Cora
E. Hall, returned Friday from North
Scituate, Mass, where they have been
spending several months. They mo
tored to this city In Mr. Hall’s ne.v
ear and were quite surprised to run
Into snow at Newburyport, in one place
two feet deep, which left the roads In
lather bad condition, especially be
tween Portsmouth. N. H., and Bath.
Miss Winnie Fitch has gone to Wor
cester, Mass., where she will spend
part of her vacation with her sister.
Miss Myra Fitch. She will also visit
friends in Lynn and Attleboro.

WE

WISH

TO

ANNOUNCE

OUR

Thanksgiving
Sale
Continues all day WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16THc
Many new lots of merchandise have been put into
the sale to replace those sold out; therefore you will
still find many good bargains in all departments.

WHO-O-O-’S WHO-O-O?

r
Mr. arki Mrs. Clarence Rollins are
spending the week at Sebois. on a
hunting trip, as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Marston. They were accompa
nied as far as Bangor by their daugh
ter. Miss Daphne Winslow, who was
returning to the University of Maine,
after the holiday weekend.

The opening exercises of the Wom
an’s Educational Club will henceforth
include the repeating from memory,
and In unison, of a passage of Script
ure, the Preamble to the Constitution
of the United States, the Preamble and
Conclusion to the Declaration of Inde
pendence, Salute to the Flag, The
American's Creed and Lincoln’s Get
F. A. Partridge and family are octysburg Address. The memorizing
■will form an interesting nnd profitable cupying the Adrial Bird apartments in
the Sprague building, Limerock street.
task for the members.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Burgess and
Arthur Bowley arrived home yester
day from Medford. Me. where their
hunting expedition was productive of
three deer. Their stay of 16 days
was longer than contemplated, owing
to the fact that they were snowed in.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Slone were mem
bers of the party the first week.
I
j

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilley and Mr
and Mrs. Fred I.innekin left last night
for Tunk Pond on a hunting expedition.

The Women’s Society of the T’niversallst Church will serve a circle A very pleasant time was enjoyed at
eupper Wednesday evening at 6.30. j the home of Mrs. Howard Dunbar.
The housekeepers will he Mrs. Nellie! Oak street, last evening. It was given
Bird, Mrs. Margaret Ames, Mrs. Lizzie in honor of Miss Mabel White, director
Haines, Mrs. Mabel Sherman, Mrs. of “Springtime.” Mrs. Emma Harvey
"•race Daniels, Mrs\ Gertrude Payson, entertained with her saxophone and
Scott Young of Matinieus, who has Mrs. Doris Bowley. Miss Augusta several solos rendered by Miss Zulietta
been the guest of his sisters. Misses Maxey. The attendance at the circle Staples helped to make the evening a
Ada and Alena Young, left yesterday suppers is exceptionally large this great success.
Refreshments were
for Portland on business. From there season, 129 being present at the last served.
Others present were the
he goes to Brookline, where he will supper. In the afternoon, at 3.30, the Misses Margaret Nutt, Bernice Richard
visit his sister, Mrs. L. II. Rhodes.
Mission Circle will hold its first meet- son, Mrs. Carl Freeman.
ng of the season. The study of "The
Mrs. F. S. Kalloch is leaving to Kingdom and the Nations" will be be
A. H. Jones of Talbot avenue ap
morrow for Medford Hillside, Mass., to gun. Mrs. Flora Webber will give the peared in a dual role Saturday night,
spend the winter with her daughter.
introductory and Mrs. Georgia Glover when he played host to a group of
will read a paper on “Japan and Ko friends summoned in for the evening,
A utility shower was given for Miss rea.”
and found himself guest of honor at
Gladys French at 9 o’clock Saturday
a much-larger party given in honor
Mrs.
Nancy
Brown
of
Union,
who
morning at the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
of his birthday. A seven course din
department store. Miss French dime has been visiting Mrs. Rose Pease, ard ner, exceptional in its appointments,
Mrs.
Nettie
Robinson
the
past
two
down the stairs to the tune of the Bri
was served by Mrs. Jones and friends.
dal Chorus from Lohengrin, and found weeks, has returned home.
The remainder of the evening was
-on the string" as the phrase goes,
given over to cards, and had its climax
Miss Evelyn Sullivan of Boston is with a lively demonstration of what
many useful articles reaching from
he
guest
of
Mrs.
E.
W.
McIntire
at
there across the store, where she found
Col. Knight christened "the Belfast
her station arrayed in old shoes, shat he Thorndike Hotel.
game.” The dinner guests were: Gov
tered umbrellas, white ribbons to uo
ernor Cobb. Fred R. Spear, Charles
Mrs. Charles E. Hall has gon- to M. Kalloch. Nathan F. Cobb, Frank C.
end, and “To Be Married" signs. It
was a question as to just where so Castine, where she will spend Thanks Knight, Frank A. Winslotv, Albert C.
large a box could be found in which giving with her son, William D. Hall. Jones. Edwin Richardson, A. J. Bird,
to put the many articles and how she
Ernest C. Davis, Harold G. Cole and
Mrs. Carrie Rhodes, who has* been
would get them home. Of course
A. II. Jones. The occasion was made
"Neil"-could come after them, hut spending several months among old- an especially happy one lo Mr. Jones
“Gladys" feared the crowd
Miss time Rockland friends, guest of Mr. by the presence of A. C. Jones and
French is a very popular young lady and Mrs. Frank A. Maxey, returned family and Edwin II. Richardson and
und has the best wishes of all her Friday to her home in Somerville, bride, who motored from Boston and
friends.
Her engagement to Neil Mass. She had in charge her young furnished one of the surprise features.
Packard was announced the paat sum grandson, Charles Pierce, and also an
« R
mer and the marriage will take place untraveled shag^titten, which before the
ROBINSON—ANDREW
train reached Warren had busted out
the latter part of the month.
Frank S. Robinson and Bernice G.
(as the grandson expressed it) of its
Miss Jessie Greenlaw of Vinalhaven strongly prepared basket and thereaft Andrew, both of St. George, were qui
was a guest at Clarice Johnson's last er demanded increasing attention. etly married Saturday evening at the
‘Never again.” said Mrs. Rhodes to First Baptist parsonage, 134 Talbot
week.
sympathizing fellow passengers, "will avenue, Rev. B. P. Browne officiating.
Mrs. Robinson was formerly a teacher,
The Methebesec Club will meet with I travel with a live kitten!"
and Mr. Robinson is a well known
Mrs. Hester Chase Friday afternoon
The members of- the Country Club carpenter. Mr. Robinson has recently
at 2.30.
arc reminded of the dates—Friday. built a new home at Tenant’s Harbor,
Miss Virginia Proctor celebrated her Nov. 18; the place—Country Club; where the happy couple will make their
residence. The best wishes of manyseventh birthday Friday, with 30 other the music—Marstons Jazz Orchestra.
friends follow them.
children as guests. Decorations were
Sumner Rich of Auburn Mass., ar
In red and white. Helen Lachance
won the peanut prize. Refreshments rived yesterday, called by the death of
MRS. C. M. HARRINGTON
his brother, Willie Rich.
werq served.
Mrs. Charles M. Harrington of 81
W. C. French, who has been em
Mrs. Cyrus Proctor and sister art
ployed in Greenville the past summer, Summer street, died early yesterday
visiting Charles W. Proctor.
morning after an illness which had
has arrived home.
developed into a serious nature last
The Ladles’ Aid of the Methodist
Jenny is holding a mid-season show spring. The best of medical care and
church will have a special business
meeting Wednesday to arrange for the ing In Paris. Suits with belted Jack the unceasing devotion of a loving
fair. Please go early, prepared for ets in 24- and 26-inch lengths are feat
ured. Suit skirts are in even, rounded family were combined to relieve her
work.
lengths, eight to ten inches off the sufferings. In September she rallied to
Benjamin F. Smith of Warrenton ground Many arc in two-tier tunic such an extent that the family was
The tailored dresses have much encouraged, hut while on a visit
closes his summer home next Tuesday. affects.
His daughter, Mrs. J. M. Baldrlge, and square, round or pointed neckflnish, at the home of her daughter in Auburn
granddaughter. Miss Gwendolyn Wolfe, md fancy leg-of-mutton sleeves. They she suffered a* relapse which marked
.leave for their winter sojourn in have belts at hips, and also pockets. the beginning of her fatal illness.
The funeral services will he held at
Omaha, but will tarry enroute In Bos Fine cordlngs, shirrings of looped silk
ton and New York. Mr. Smith leaves ’ringe and interlaced narrow bias the residence Wednesday afternoon at
in a few weeks for New York and hands of fabric trim suits, coats and 2 o’clock, Rev. B. P. Browne officiating.
Mrs. Harrington was born in Glou
Omaha, but meantime will be the guest Iresses. Self-tone embroideries are
at Warrenton of his brother. Oeorge jxtenslvely used on crepe de chine cester, Mass., Sept. 5, 1861, the daugh
Warren Smith, who Is 97, but who Iresses. Wool reps are emphasized ter and only child of the late Elias T.
doesn’t regard it a sign of old age for suits, silk crepes for all kinds of and Catherine (Joyce) Harrington.
just because he has a penchant for dresses. There are also shown many While she was still an Infant the
talking over old times with his brother three-piece cape costumes, the capes family moved to Rockland, so that
B. F. Smith came Into town yesterday lined or trimmed with the dress fabric. practically her whole lifetime was
with a blithe step that was far mort Brown, sand and suede are the leading spent here. She graduated from Rock
suggestive of youth than it was of a colors for street; coral, flame and wis- land High School In 1880, and taught
person whom three score years and ;erla for evening.—Paris Bureau. Dry school until her marriage to Mr. Har
rington Oet. 19, 1881. She was a
ten has so long been passed that it is Goods Economist.
member of the Dorcas Club, and
only a memory. "What rule do you
While it is a little early to be au though not affiliated with the First
follow?” asked The Courier-Gazette
reporter yesterday. The reply was thoritative about the styles for spring, Baptist church was for many years
prompt. “The simplest kind of life at the same time there are certain one of its most active workers. Her
1 follow that and believe that I get signs that should be regarded, even late residence on Summer street had
results. It used to be that when a man now, when attention is mainly centered been her home for nearly 32 years, and
passed 50 he sat down in an arm chair on winter merchandise. One of these the sorrow of a community in which
to read, and soon fell asleep. But is artificial silk for frocks and capes. she had lived the life of a devoted
when the girls come over from Rock The two usually go together and form wife and mother and an ideal neighbor
land to our ‘Bam’ dances and want a l costume that is very smart, yet de- finds difficult expression in words. Her
partner for a two-step or a fox-trot idedly wearable. Sometimes the silk is sympathies were quickly enlisted and
with variations. I'm the fellow they woven In a diamond or square border in time of sorrow or time of rejoicing
want." Mr. Smith spoke in a jocose pattern, the design following the hem her presence always brought cheer and
vein, but those who know his fondnesi of skirt and of cape. Wool, while comfort.
Mrs. Ilarringfbn is survived by her
for dancing know that he can “follow likewise used for these costumes, does
the boys” clear through the order, and not seem to promise such popularity as husband, two daughters—Mrs. II. II
the artificial silk. Capes, it seems safe Randall of Auburn and Mrs. It. 11. Britt
sometimes outstrip them.
;o predict, will be one ot the dominant of Springfield; and one son. Francis
Miss Lena Poland of Warren was style notes of spring. They will lie E. Harrington of Hartford, Conn., who
the guest of friends In this city the last made of homespun and of tweed, often is director of the Bureau of Tests and
accompanying straight-line little frocks Standards of the Slate Board of Edu
uf the week.
x
of the same material but of contrast cation.
There will he a meeting of the Worn ing coloring. They will be used also
en’s nellef Society in the Congrega to form the backs of suit coats; while
tional vestry Wednesday afternoon at many a spring coat will divide honors
2 o’clock. A large attendance* is dc between a coat front and a cape back
sired as the need for garments is ur New York has accepted the tweed suit,
but as yet It has not been acclaimed
gent.
We w&vttofcih?
so popular outside the metropolitan
Hon. Obadiah Gardner left Friday centers. No doubt spring will see this
for Oldtown, where the International suit making its way into the smaller
Joint Commission Is holding an im cities and towns. It is one of the
most practical styles ever accepted by
portant session this week.
the American woman. The making of
.Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes attended this suit should be especially good—
Monday Boston’s big reception given the shoulders set well, the collars liav
to
Marshal Foci).
Mr. Noyes a \nan-tailored effect, and the sleeves
had a peculiar interest In the event as he tight and well fitting. As it is
JHC COUMOMAftne,
his Step-son. Alton T. Roberts, has generally worn out in all kinds of
i ''tedSm chairman of the distinguished weqther. the making, as every mer
ROCKLAND
visitor's committee on the part of the chant will see, is particularly import
MAINE
juiierican Legion since their arrival in ant in the tweed suit.—Dry Goods
Economist.
this country.

Mrs. Rogers entertains class 20 next
Thursday evening at her home on
Amesbury street. All members are
invited to be present and sew patchwork .

^0€{UEN6^y&Gr

Who-o-o calls to O. 11 Joyful Jones
With dulcet voice, in pleading tones
Keenllinc date
When 0. B Joyful, trim and neat.
With cream-white spats upon his feet.
Went forth with high hopes in his heart
To meet his fate?

Who-o-o is this erstwhile, would-be “note’*
Who-o-o says that O. B. Joyful’s goat
Is gone for aye?
Were she a dame of great renown
Or fairest lass in all the town
bearing her very newest gown
1 still would say her, "Nay.’*

For, tethered to a good stout stake,
The strongest one that I could make,
And braced besides
With iron braces, stiff nnd long,
Wearing a collar, wide and strong.
With many a strap and leathern thong,
My goat abides.
I did not lose him on the day
1 (silly mutt) sailed o'er the bay
To keep a date.
Although a price seems on bis bead
1 have him yet, as 1 have said,
Because, you see, 1 did not wed
With “Addlepate.**

But. stake and strap and leathern thong,
And collar, wide and thick and strong.
All seem to fret him;
So, Addlepate (and this atones)
Yours (almost)
0. B. Joyful Jones
Invites you, in w(h)o-o-o-lng tones
To come and get him.
Vinalhaven, Nov. 10.

* • » »
ANOTHER OLD FRIEND
Oh, Mickle, dear, so glad to see.
Your smiling face beam down on me
Prom ymir column in the old C -fi.
For trmy, lad. I’ve missed you sore,
And now jour long, vacation's o’er
I'm looking for some fun galore.
A right glad welcome 1 extend
To the old crowd; and Mickle, friend.
I whisper in your office ear,
That 1 am anxious now to hear
All the bright thoughts you’ve stored away,
To hand uh out some future day.
I know your brain w/th well-earned rest
Now bubbled o’er to give your best.
So now go to it with'new zest.
Most anxious 1 do wait to bear
Your wild, weird tale*. And, Mickle, dear,
1 hope admirers one. and all
Will answer to voun opening call,
The old ones meet, fend many more
Be added, now vacatii.n’s o’lt.
And Mickle, please remember yet
My ptior claim—lest you forget
I’ll write it out so clear and bold
E'en as ’twas writ in days of old—
I am as ever, near or far,
Your most sincere
Ad-Mycra.
Rockland. Nov. 9.

For afternoon wear the frock of taffeia or faille silk seems to be the first
favorite of the moment, made witli a
severely plain, rather long-waisted lit
tle bodice that clings closer (o the fig
ure than the chemise frock, but makes
no effort to fit in any correct, sense of
the .word. Whereas in former days
sui'h a bodice would have been severe
ly boned, it Is now allowed to wrinkle
softly In tlie region of the waist line.
The skirts are puffed or draped or held
out slightly from tlie hips by a clever
contrivance of piping cords or ruchings. It is interesting to notice that,
however much tlie present-day fashions
have borrowed their inspiration from
the past century, they are yet essen
tially modern and express the freer
thought of today. We see no sign of
the return of tlie tight waist or tlie
boned bodice and we Just know that
tlie modern woman would never put up
with such Inconvenience and discom
fort for one moment.
Another style which is seen in some
of tlie new models is the cross-over
bodice, the ends of which tie at tlie
back and can either be bunched Into a
large bow to give tlie bustle effect or
may lie loosely knotted and allowed
to hang down to tlie liem of the skirt.
Ttiese dresses are very graceful and
becoming, the slanting lines over the
hips being especially suitable for the
figures which might find the severity
of tlie plain bodice rather trying. A
dress of this description was carried
out in changing taffeta of blue und
mauve, the sleeves and neck being
turned hack with plain mauve satin,
f'liarmeuse and cachenilre de sole
would he equally suitable materials for
such a design.

New Improved
Hoosier Beauty
Here is an event the women of this vicinity will long re
member.
Il not only introduces the NEW IMPROVED
11< X)SIEl\ BEAl'TY, the greatest Kitchen Cabinet ever con
structed, hut does so under such special' conditions that it will
pay every woman to get the new Hoosier and gel it now.
Many special features never before incorporated in a kitchen
cabinet have been developed in it. Yet, these features alone are'
not its greatest merit. The big bime-sanng elements is in the
wonderfully compact and efficient arrangement. This new
Hoosier practically hands you the articles you need—as you need
them.
During this sale we will send a HOOSIER to your home on
the payment of $i.oo. Many new features are included in the
new improved Hoosier Beauty.
Ibis new Hoosier represents the best investment in dollars
and cents that you can make now. When you realize the tune
and steps that the I loosier will save you, why not decide now and
come in and pick out your Hoosier?
i

Collars Magnificent in Size and Many
of Them Are Set High About
the NAk.

A lavish use of fur Is noted on the
smart eoats for winter wear. Collars
are quite magnificent in size, while
many Of them set high about tlie neck.
The sleeves may be rather snug, but
often the fur cuff’s look'tike veritable
muffs.
A There is a tendency to emphasize
the waist line in those models that
are designed especially for youthful
figures. Wrappy coals are also shown
and many of these are effectively
bloused in the back.
Evening wraps, too. claim llielr
touch of fur, but It is often used
sparingly. A wrap or rather cape of
(lame colored velvet is cur with a scal
loped button in which Is set little fun
shaped pieces of silver and blue taf
feta veiled witli lace richly embroid
ered In threads of gold. Tlie draped
collar of velvet is Heil down witli a
narrow baud of sable, which is wondrously effective.
The newest idea with these evening
wraps is to have the collar separate,
so that tlie woman who lias lovely
furs may use them not only for eve
ning, but in tlie daytime. If a woman
lias a gorgeous sable scarf made perImps of a couple of pelts it will look
charming placed about the draped vel
vet collar. On some of the models
snaps are attached to fur itml wrap
so that there is no possible chance
of losing the fur.
The head-dress to be worn with this
wrap is a silver band set with square
cut emeralds. In front nods a spray
of fli'rndise.

To the Custom of “Potlsteh” May Be
Traced the Term Often Heard,
“Indian Giver."

The expression, "Indian giver,” is
used in allusion to tlie fact that an
Indian expects an equivalent for a
gilt, or iis return. The term “Indian
giver" probably originated from the
Indian custom of potlatch, an American
Indian word signifying a gift, which
Id used among the American Indians
of the northwest contt. It also signi
fies a fen^ i:; which a rich person
gives away Hie most of his goods to
memlfrrs of his tribe, as the evidence
of liis greatness, a custom among In
dians from Puget sound to soutli Alas
ka. Among these Indians giving Is
regarded as a kind of ordeal and the
recipient is expected to respond witli
interest. Among the Kawakluti he
must pay It hack at the rate of 100
per cent. The unit Is the blanket, and
this custom is helpful to the young
warriors, who borrow anil bestow
blankets on their tribe, and as the
return with some tribes Is three hlnnkets to one, they are thus enabled to
furnish themselves with blankets af
ter paying bnck the lender with In
terest.
The Old, Old Story.
Six of them were engaged In a
friendly game of nickel ante. They
had been playing l’or only about two
hoars nnd the evening was yet young,
when Jones suddenly pushed back his
chair and declared:
“Gee whiz, fellows! I Just hap
pened to remember I promised my wife
I’d lie home by 11 o'clock. I'll hnve
to leave right now."
The members of the game were oldtimers, though, and the sudden awak
ening of Jones’ conscience didn’t fool
anybody. Roberts voiced the senti
ment of the crowd:
“Gee, Jonesy, old hoy, I didn’t know
you was that much winner!”

Black Frocks Are Fashion.
A recent Paris dispatch states that
black frocks are a distinct fashion note
in that gav city. Earlier in tlie season
many of the lighter similes of brown
were featured by practically every
modiste and couturier, but the Parisian
did not take kindly to them as they
are trying similes for tlie average com
plexion. So until recently not many
of these tones, save cocoa brown, have
been worn. Now cinnamon colored
bats are making tlielr appearance both
on the street and in the smart restau
rants. Frocks in this tint are also
noted.
Girdle* and Belt* Misting.
Girdles and belts are among the
inissihg this season, at least where
evening gowns are concerned. The
draping takes consideration of the
waistline, making some concession in
the way of massed folds at that point,
but It does not very often make use of
a girdle.
.
. . . _.
The Unexpected.

1
!
.

|

"John,” said the man's wife, frank
ly, "It Is time for us to have au uinlerstanding about money matters. .Now
about my gowns and hats. 1 have entlrely too much to wear; I can’t pos
sibly wear them all, und---- -”
But with a mad shriek he had
plunged headlgag out the sixth-story
window to the street It was tliat
much too much.—Richmond JlmesDlspatch.

1
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K

$1.00 hoosier $1.00
Burpee

THE USE OF FUR ON COATS

OWE EXPRESSION TO INDIANS

“Limousine's Orlpin.”
Tl;'. word "llmouKlfe" bus a picturesqr'. origin. It is named after the
head covering of certain women of
France, tlie InlmbltHiits of the region
around tlie city of Limoges, which
was the capital .of the old province
of Limousin. A woman of this region
would be called a L.mousine. Th«
peasant women thereabout wear u
sort of coif, or hood, with a cape at
tached. This has come to be known
as a limousine because the peasant
women of Limoges wear it.
The French have a sort of cov
ered cart, much like a prairie schoon
er, which was named a limousine liecause It was covered with a hood.
Tims we see tlie evoiutlou of the word
from the peasants’ coif to tlie modern
high-powered automobile.

SPECIAL SALE ON

■'

...........

'

FURNITURE CO.

361 Main St., Rockland
T

TTT T'TTfc

OUR GRANGE CORNER

HANDY.

Willie, what Is
the term "etc."
used for?
It is used to
make people bethat
we
lleve
know a lot more
than we really
do*

Limerock Valley Pomona Has
a Fine Session With Wessaweskeag Grange.

A WISE
POLITICIAN.
I suppose you
have said things
that you wore
sorry for.
Oh, yes, but
I've always man
aged to show that
I wav misquoted.

THE POINT OF
VIEW.
Mother Pell
can; Oh!
You
beautiful little
darlings!

fa}

NOT ENOUGH
FOR A IIA lit
CUT.
Friend: Hon-^
estly, old tdiap, I
can’t make any
thing out of your
poems.
Poet: That’s
my trouble, too.

Despite a typical November day.
witli clouds anil gusts, and occasional
dashes of rain, 75 Grangers gathered
in South Thomaston, with Wessaweskeag Grange Saturday for the monthly
session of Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange.
Features of the occasion
were speeches by President Ralph P.
Conant of the Knox-Lincoln Bureau,
ind County Ag< nt Wentworth, on be
half of an extension of membership of
the Farm Burenu, and hopes were ex
pressed lhat Grange membership anil
I'arhi Bureau membership might be
come identical, (as indeed. Is really
now the case.)
The enthusiastic report of Mrs.
Wentworth on the women's part in
I he work of I he Bureau, and a sketch
of tlie exhibition of the Boys' and
Girls’ club, which had been held that
day in Rockland, was heard with in
terest. All seemed to feel that the
personnel of ihe two organizations
should sustain both, as their interests
are ihe same. Tile splendidly profitaide crops of apples and com this
season have encouraged the farmers
greatly and plans for an extension of
orchards arc so general that, already
there is a near-shortage of nursery
stock.
The ladies of Wcssawcskeag Grange,
in the hope of a fair day, hail provided
for three times as many as were
present, and after a vain struggle to
encompass the whole, the visitors con
fined their exertion to a judicious
selection of v.'hnt was set before them,
with results highly satisfactory.
Hight here was where the faithful
few reaped (lie reward of regular at
tendance.
,
The musical program was the best
the Pomona has had for this year,
both in the afternoon and evening, the
local Grange being especially strong
in musical talent. Encores were the
rule, and met with a cordial response
in every ease. Tlie next meeting of tho
Pomona will lie at Camden
Satur
day. Dee. 10 wiili Meguntleook Grange.

RAW FURS and DEER SKINS
Bought at Highest Market Prices
All shipments of furs are held seven
days and if our valuation is not sat
isfactory we return your furs and
PAY ALL EXPENSES

PORTLAND RENDERING CO.
PORTLAND. MAINE

The Man Who
Advertises
Wisely

Advertises Well

Conscience Not on the Job.
Jimmy uiiii George were told I
their mother not to play back of tl
selioid building, where there was
swollen creek and plenty of uiu
When they returned home at near
f> o’clock Unit evening (heir shoes we
covered witli mud.
Then mother said, “Jimmy, I do n
see how your conscience let yon |
to the creek after promising moth
you would not go.”
.lininiy answered, ”1 guess my co
science wasn't worklug Just right t
day, mother."
File* Imperfect.
Mrs. Roliinsiiu—Didn't I tell J
never to come here again?
Tramp—I lieg pardon, madam; 1
! e fi.ull of iu.v secretary. I told h
■ -trike your name from lay vl»lt1
si. Louduu Answers,
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230 yards in length and not built large LIVED YEARS ON
ROCKPORT
as the other. This passage would not
permit a single person to crawl
Carroll Merttll left Saturday for
Cushing’s Underground House through on hands and knees.
BREAD AND MILK Lawrence, Mass., where he has em
By many it has been believed that
ployment.
and
Passages — Pirates, this cellar belonged to the house of
The Twentieth Century-Club will
Andrew Bird who came from Scotland,
Smugglers or Norsemen; and settled in Cushing. He is the an 7or More Than Decade Malady meet next Friday afternoon with Mrs.
cestor of the present Bird family of
Athelia Trulan.
Which Built Them?
Massachusetts, of which Charles Sum
of Alabama Woman Was Mrs. Eva Gould of Boston is the
Pirates,
Smugglers,
Norsemen; ner Bird is a prominent figure.
guest of her mother, Mrs. Mary
This may be true, but persons who
Continually Sapping Her Thurston.
which? That is a problem of the little have studied into the matter consid
Maine town of Cushing, which is as old erably are prone to question the au
Michael Driscoll has moved from the
Strength.
as the town itself. It is a question thenticity of such a claim. They hold
Kellar
house into the Thorndike house
the first settlers in 1736 asked and that the cellar and the passage are
on Pleasant street.
too old to have been such, although
which has been asked by all who have admitting that it is not an impossibil
Leslie Rich of Tremont is the guest
Mrs. H. P. Barrett, of Republic,
followed them in the town.
ity. Accepting this solution as the
of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stanley.
suburb
of
Birmingham,
Ala.,
gives
the
Mrs. Emma Tolnian has been the
The query grows out of two strange true explanation of the house and
underground passages, one connecting J underground passage, the natural facts of her remarkable experience guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Shibles
question is: Why was this passage
for a few days.
an underground house with the sea, ' constructed? And the obvious answer with Tanlac as follows:
Mrs. C. B. Stanley has moved from
the other forming a similar connection is: As a means of escape in case of
’’During the past fourteen years I Indian Island Light to her home on
for a cellar. You will note that there is an attack by the Indians.
have spent more than one thousand Summer street.
Mrs. Edgar York and son Dallas of
* ♦ • *
a distinction between house and cellar.
dollars trying to get rid of a complaint North Haven, Mr. and Mrs. Ralpn
This is essential, for there is much dif
But there is one thing which mili that was gradually sapping my Satterly of Camden and Sanford Babference between the two, as well as tates against the acceptance of this
strength, but until I got hold of Tan bidge of Worcester, Mass., have been
between the passage leading from solution of the problem.
lac
nothing helped me. For the past guests of Mr, and Mrs. Josiah Par
each of these.
The most diligent
It has been handed down how Capt.
sons.
search covering a period, now, of Samuel Hathorn told his children, in four years I have lived almost entire
Rev. M, E. Bartholomew of Port
nearly two centuries has failed to discussing the mystery of the cellar ty on milk and bread, and finally even land will be at the Baptist Church
devulge light upon the subject.
and Its passage, that he had read in
Wednesday afternoon and evening and
Cushing is loc&ted upon a penisula. old manuscript or records of the ad that went against me.
will give some very interesting Bible
"Before
I
had
finished
the
first
bottle
The first record of a settlement there joining town of Warren that the house
lectures. At 2.30 he will lecture on
is in the year 1635 by John Brown of which once stood there used to be a of Tanlac I got so I could eat anything, "Two Men Who Walked with God, and
Bristol. This settlement was at the rendezvous for pirates and the under and I certainly bless the day I first got what They Escaped." At 7.30, "More
part of the town known as Pleasant ground passage was an avenue of es
Blessed to Believe than to See.” Don’t
Point. From that time down to the cape in event of surprise. Such a this medicine for I believe it has added miss these lectures.
present there is a fairly accurate his writing would not have been likely to years to my life. The people in my
Dr. S. Y, Weidman and daughter
tory of the town, its people and its have existed if this were the ruins of neighborhood were so surprised at Marion entertained the chai- of the
buildings.
the Bird House.
the change in me that fourteen of them M. E. church Saturday evening. All
Those settlers found, when they
As this Hathorn Point farm has by actual count are now taking Tan report a most delightful evening.
came, conditions to indicate that years been in the possession of the Hathorn
William Paul is cnofined to his home
and years before there had been a set family, with the exception of few lac.’
by sickness.
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
tlement here which had long been years since 1736, and as Andrew Bird
The Sunday evening service at the
abandoned.
did not come to Cushing until after ner Drug Store; in Washington by F. Baptist church was especially interest
It is not far down the peninsula the Hathorns did there seems no good L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S. ing. Rev. William Fletcher of Water
that the first of these mysteries is to cause for accepting the claim that this
Hopkins; in Vinahaven by F. M. ville was the speaker, his subject being
be found. It is located upon what is is the cellar of the Bird House.
"Conditions in Maine.” The newly or
a part of the Jacob Robinson farm
In the foregoing is contained all White; in South Thomaston by L. O. ganized men’s quintet furnished music
This is the underground house of that is known concerning these two Hanley, E. W. Crie, Criehaven and by which everyone enjoyed. We hope to
Cushing.
Few people today know passages and the cellar and house for the leading druggists in every town.
hear them again very soon.
which they were outlets. Why they
about it.
Electric lights have been installed in
Today it is almost undiscoverable. were built, must, it now seems certain,
the residence of B. H. Paul.
It is grown up with bushes and trees, remain forever a mystery.
prised to ■see the anchor let go, al
but the place is well defined and the
It is easy to make guesses as to though not a sign came to them on the
underground passage can be easily their origin, to speculate and furnish shore. A few minutes later they saw
traced once the place has been located. what may have been reasons there a boat lowered and saw some men get NOT TO KNOW
Judge Frank B. Miller of the Rock for, but it will come far from throw into it and start rowing toward the
IS NO EXCUSE
land municipal court, a ijative of the ing real light upon the matter. After shore. That was enough for them.
town of Cushing, has long taken all, it is agreed by historians who They dropped picks and shovels and
To Know How to Keep Well Is Better
pride in the history of his native town. have studied the subject, that it re left on a run.
Than to Call in a Doctor to Get Well.
In his early boyhood he began accumu verts back to the three causes desig
Next morning there was no ship in
lating information concerning Cushing. nated in the opening sentence of this the river, the picks and shovels were
Sickness Is a Penalty Not an Accident.
As a boy he first visited this under story: Pirates, smugglers, Norsemen. lying on the ground exactly as they
One of the best and most depend
ground house with one of the old resi
And just as surely the following had dropped them. At the shore there
able and important preventative® of
dents of the place and from him and query is: Which?
was nothing to show that a boat had getting sick, one of the surest waysi
other old men of that time secured its
One and ail agree that it is possible landed there the preceding night.
of keeping well is to form and main
history in-so-far as they had gathered any one of the three may have built
Mr. Beckett and Mr. Seavey have
it from their grandfathers, who, in the underground house and its con always felt that this was a phantom tain the exceedingly good habit of
regular, thorough, daily bowel evacu
turn had it from their fathers and necting passage; likewise the cellar ship of the pirates who buried the
grandfathers.
at Hathorn’s Point and its passage treasure come back to protect the ation.
That is Nature’s “best bet”. You
* * * *
way. Of the three it seems less likely gold. Their friends have taken the
should do your best to help Nature,
According to these traditions, for that it could have been smugglers. same view. Others, however, are in not hinder her in her efforts to keep
that is about all they appear to be at This because of the fact that both clined to believe that it was simply a you well. With the best of good in
this time, when Moses Robinson, the were in the ruins in 1736 when the vessel sailing up the river, whose skip tentions you may employ many me
progenitor of the Robinson family of first settlers came to Cushing. At per was unfamiliar with the channel thods. Strong, drastic acting medic
this vicinity of today, came from that time there was little reason, it is and, seeing the tw’o men on the shore, ines that force the bowels to act sim
Wales and settled in Cushing in 1736. asserted, for any one to smuggle into started to secure .them as pilots for ply replace one evil by another evil.
he found on this point of land, about this land.
Thomaston, their port of destination.
It may secure temporary action but it
The underground house may have
200 feet back from the Georges river,
Whichever theory is right, the fact produces more than temporary ir
been
the
work
of
Norsemen,
for
they
this underground house.
remains that from that day to the ritation and Other bad effects. Don’t
It was not a cellar in sense of the were undoubtedly cruising up and present no one has attempted to dig judge by promise in selecting a sim
down
this
coast
years
before
that
word, for it was built of great hewed
for pirate gold on the Isaac Freeman ple remedy to assist Nature. Per
timbers and constructed under the and at a much earlier date than this place, except Moses Wotton, a son in formance is the true test. Take
house
was
probably
built.
The
one
ground, the roof was carefully covered
law of Freeman who learned the secret Beecham’s for example.
with earth and grass grew upon it. objection which has so far, been of a pirate’s buried treasure and
Over 70 years ago people began
raised
to
this
is:
The
Norsemen
did
The arrangement was such that on
sought to locate it. He dug in many to take Beecham’s. Today millions
not
go
in
for
this
type
of
construction;
the top of the ground there was noth
places, according to the stories they of people all over the world take
ing to show that a dwelling existed that is, none of the structures and tell in Cushing without results. He Beecham’s, recommend Beecham’s to
marks
left,
by
them,
which
have
been
beneath. The passage-way did not
frequently told how that he had, in his their friends, hand the use of Beech
lead directly down to the river bank, found, have been of this nature.
digging, felt his spade strike a solid am’s down from father to son or
That it was a rendezvous for pirates substance such as a treasure chest, but from mother to daughter for gener
but off from one side of the house to
a little brook, which ran down into a seems, to most men who have inquired that, just as he would be about to se ation after generation. That means
cove. This passage-way was of the into the subject, far more probable, for cure it, it would move away and he much. You never hear any unfavor
able criticism or complaint regarding
same type of construction as the house the coast of Maine, particularly in the must dig again.
That means much if
and was large enough to permit Cushing section, is alive with legends
“That is-the devil hanging onto his Beecham’s.
drawing a good sized boat into it and of piratical crews who visited there in chest, Moses,” so they told him.
not more.
It takes real merit to
for a man to walk through it without the early days.
Moses wanted to know what he withstand the tests of time and trial.
This is, of course, true of the whole could do about it and at last one man
You can do much to help Nature
stoooping.
At that time, 1736, all the stories coast of Maine. There is scarcely a told him that if he would get a black keep you well by keeping a box of
handed down from generation to gen portion of it, but has its story of cat, take it to the place where he was Beecham’s in the house, ready for
eration, agreed that both house and buried piratical treasure, either that digging and cut its throat and sprinkle use at the first warning of disorder
of Capt. Kidd or some other notorious the fresh blood upon the ground it or derangement.
All druggists
passage were in a state of decay.
It is, today, rather difficult because buccaneer of the early years. This would break the devil's grasp. Moses sell Beecham’s—are glad to sell
of the trees and bushes which have holds true of the town of Cushing. was elated. He set about making a Beecham’s.
grown up in the place to make meas- Legend has is that such treasure is final try for the buried gold. A few
urt mints, but, as nearly as can be buried at various points along its coast days later, according to the story, his
determined this house must have been line and many a man of the town past wife said to him: “Moses the big black
about 30 feet long, 16 feet wide and and present has spent considerable rooster has disappeared; what do you
/HEADACHES
eight feet deep. All trace of the tim time digging to locate this buried gold. suppose has become of it?
♦
*
*
*
bers long since disappeared, leaving
”1 couldn't get a black cat to sprinkle
only the grass and tree-grown de
Some years ago William Beckett its blood over the ground and break
JJ
and Oliver Seavey of Cushing, learned the devil's hold on the chest of gold, so
pression in the earth to mark its site.
Little more is known of the other of one of these stories of hidden treas I tried the black rooster," Moses told
strange underground passage at Ha- ure. The tale which came to them lo her adding truthfully, "but it didn’t
thorn’s point a bit farther along the cated it on the Isaac Freeman farm. work: I got to have a black cat!"
low.
town. Here is to be found the remains Carefully they studied the matter and
And so it may have been pirates who
of a common cellar dug out of the then, on a bright moonlight night, constructed the underground house
ground, and, so far as there has ever when all the signs were propitious for and dug the passage therefrom: also
been any indication since records are finding the hidden treasure they went it may have been pirates who built the
obtainable, no effort made to wall it forth armed with pick and shovel to house for which the cellar now re
up. This is back, probably 230 or 300 the place on the Freeman farm where mains at Hathorn’s Point and the pas
feet from the shore of the river. From the buried gold ought to be.
sage leading from it to Kissing Cove
Carefully they paced the distances or it may have been the Norsemen.
it leads the other underground pas
sage, which opens in what is known from the old oak tree, or it may have No man knows, none probably ever
as Kissing Cove.
been a pine, the oaks a’re usually will know, but there is a fine chance
At the underground house the pas favorite in pirate treasure stories, and to exercise the imagination in seeking
sage was almost a straight line, but began digging.
a solution to the problem.—Sam E.
The digging had not proceeded far Conner in the Lewiston Journal.
this at Hathorn’s point is circuitous
and at times it rises, then descends in when their attention was attracted by
conformity to the topography of the a vessel sailing up the river. They
earth. It was something like 200 or watched it and were somewhat surCUSHING

UNSOLVED MYSTERIES

Every-Other-Day 1
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i STONINGTON

L. Marcus
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND
Your stove taken in exchange—Easy Terms

>•

WRIG
•AFTER
EVERY

MEAL’*

10FOR 5$

The new sugar coated
chewing gum
which everybody
likes—you wlIL
too.
1

delicious peppermint
flavored sugar Jacket around
peppermint flavored chewing gum
that will aid your appetite and diges
tion. polish your teeth and moisten
your throat.
8122

VBEECHAM’S/
PILLS

___ 'WET?

Tiine toTake

FURNITURE COMPANY

WRKlfYSh.
speapmint

THE FLfllJOR LASTS

Scratch Feed

MAINE

Poultry Feed

|c*SCA5®lllNINt

“And Man, How
Real Food!”

I Did

Eat

Looking back, now, to those vacation days,
there’s a lively kindling of joy—even in the
memory of appetite at camp-fire meals.

Real food—and real hunger!
That’s the ycar-around relationship between
appetite and Grape-Nuts—that crisp and whole
some gift from the great out-of-doors—the per
fected goodness of Nature’s best food grains.

There’s a flavor and charm to Grape-Nuts
that appeal to the appetite like the tang of the
summer camp, and there’s a scientific balance of
nutrition and a readiness of digestion that make
Grape-Nuts a wonderful aid to health and vigor.

‘‘Real food!” is the verdict of enthusiastic
thousands who find a daily delight in the unique
sweetness and crispness of Grape-Nuts, and who
“carry on” splendidly with its body-building
nourishment.
Let the zest of appetite be a companion of
your indoor meals, too.

Grape-Nuts is sold and served wherever
good food is sold and served.

“ I here’s a Reason ’’ for Grape-Nuts

James Ulmer is recovering from his
recent illness.
It is hoped that all friends of Lem
uel -S. Miller, who is at a hospital in
Portland, will remember him on his
birthday, Nov. 17, by a postcard show
er. His address is Marine Hospital,
Portland, Me. He is now much im
proved. Mrs. Miller returned home
Saturday from Portland, where she has
been with him about three weeks.
There was but one day of school in
district 6 the past week, owing to the
illness of the teacher, Miss Maxine
Geyer.
Miss Cora Killeran is in Thomaston
suffering from blood poisoning in the
hand caused by cutting her finger while
digging dahlias.
C. C. Bucklin is in Rockland, where
he' has employment.
Miss Mildred Geyer would be very
grateful to anyone who would put her
wise as to the whereabouts of her pet
cat "Charlie," who strayed away front
home a few months ago. He is a beau
tiful yellow shag and much loved by
his owmer.
A little touch of w’inter the past
week.
The weir fishermen are preparing to
pull up stakes.

Player
Piano Rolls

Republic Rolls
REDUCED

Q. R. S. Rolls
EVERYTHING

V. F. STUDLEY
Headquarters tor
Brunswick Phnnoqraphs
and Records
12511

AndPwmtaGbld
AFTER exposure—when your feet are
wet or your body chilled—the “ounce
of prevention" is Hill’s Cascara Bromide
Quinine Tablets. They fortify yon against
Colds and La Grippe.

Having Hill’s handy and using it prompt
ly enables thousands of men and women,
exposed to the elements daily, to be free
from Colds, Headaches and La Grippe
throughout ihe entire winter season.

APPLES

Mash

OUR SPECIALTY

Hay Presses

KINGMAN & HEARTY
Write for Catalog

INC.

Ice Tools etc

Kendall kWhitney

BOSTON, MASS.

Portland,Maine

Hill’s is sure—the quickest acting, most
dependable remedy for colds.

NEB L. MORISON, Apple Expert
At All Druggists—30 Cents

E. W. J. HEARTY. President
*

W. H. HILL COMPANY. DETROIT

ROBERT B. LORING, Treaa.

1

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND. MAINE

i
I

Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
•
any business day during office hours.

r1
20 Fanuel Hall Market

Relieves Rheumatism

(North Side)

Musterole loosens up stiff joints and
drives out pain. A clean, white oint
ment, made with oil of mustard, it
usually brings relief as soon as you start
to rub it on.
It does all the good work of the oldfashioned mustard plaster, without the
blister. Doctors and nurses often rec
ommend its use.
Get Musterole today at your drug
store. 35 and 65c in jars and tubes;
hospital size, $3.00,

“The House Built on the Apple”

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

96TU-S

i

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

MOVING
3 Auto Trucks for moving
and long distance hauling of
all kinds.
We move you anywhere in
New England.
You save
Crating, Time and Money.

H. IL STOVER CO.
Tel. 219.

Union St., ROCKLAND
120-tf

Does Your Food Digest?
You Know What You Are Doing.

Other People May Not
Tell Them Through an AdvertisO’
ment In 1 his Paper.

Mi-O-Na, that’s the name of the
best prescription ever written for In
digestion nr stomach distress. Guar
anteed by all Druggists.—Adv.
Every Issue of The Courler-Oaaette

carries the home news of Knox county
io every state In the Union
and
to
many foreign lands,

.

